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Abstract

This paper analyzes the relationship between CEO quality and firm productivity
in the private sector using top-manager/CEO job transitions. Using a matched
employer-employee data set, I attempt to disentangle the role of the CEO type
(identity) from that of the firm in revenue productivity and evaluate the existence
and relevance of match complementarities between CEO and firm types. I present
a proxy measure of CEO quality that takes advantage of differential patterns of
CEO mobility throughout their careers to circumvent endogenous CEO job mo-
bility. I find that a one-standard deviation increase in CEO quality results in 5%
increase in firm production. Higher quality CEOs are more likely to hold a higher
education degree, have a larger experience as a manager, invest in innovation and
less likely to work in a family firm. More strikingly, results indicate that CEO-firm
complementarities represent about half of the CEO’s impact in firm revenue pro-
ductivity. The issue of CEO impact is of significant practical importance to firms
and policy makers alike, as it can partly explain the rise in wage inequality.
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1 Introduction

There is extensive documentation in the economics literature indicating the persis-
tence of substantial productivity differences across countries (Foster et al., 2008) and
specific industries (Titman & Wessels, 1988; Smith & Watts, 1992; Bradley et al., 1984),
which are not attributable to production factors. Those productivity differentials may
be partly explained by differences in managerial ability. Managers are responsible for
overseeing production, public service and project delivery across for-profit, non-profit
and public sectors. Understanding the role of top-management (henceforth CEO)1 is
therefore an important step in analyzing the source of productivity gaps in the econ-
omy. Moreover, firms dedicate considerable amounts of time and resources to hiring
and training their managers2. In fact, much of the rise in wage inequality in the past
two to three decades is usually referred to in the form of an increase in the CEO pay
slice relative to the rest of the workforce. It is fitting to ask if this empirical fact comes
as a result of rising CEO ability or firm productivity. Several papers seem to point to
the role of firm growth and market capitalization as the source of this disproportionate
pay rise3. A possibly complementary insight, explored in this paper, is that the match
between CEO and firm can explain part of the observed firm productivity/growth.

This paper evaluates the role of the CEO in firm productivity in the presence of
complementarities between the two. There have been significant recent advances
in the literature documenting a relationship between managers’ individual ability or
firm-wide managerial practices and firm outcomes. In the absence of a natural exper-
iment that randomizes CEO-firm assignment, many studies rely on job mobility as a
way to estimate employee quality. Based on the seminal work of Abowd et al. (1999),
these studies4 use job-to-job transitions as a quasi-natural experiment that allows the
researcher to separately identify the role of the CEO and firm attributes in overall
performance. There are two important conceptual challenges in using this method-
ology. First, for job transitions to accurately estimate the unobserved CEO quality,
their job mobility across firms needs to be random. In practice, there is selection in
the CEO-firm pairings. To overcome this challenge, I take advantage of a rich data
set and propose a novel measure of CEO quality that uses their labor market perfor-
mance in early career years, before becoming a CEO. This allows me to significantly
mitigate the selection bias introduced by non-random assignment of CEO to firm. Sec-
ond, the non-random nature of CEO-firm pairs is likely indicative of a match-specific
complementarity in performance. Thus far, not much is known about whether CEOs
are equally good in any firm; that is, CEO quality might present different match com-
plementarities across firm types. In fact, the literature has thus far paid less attention

1I use the term “CEO” throughout the remainder of the paper. Under the “CEO” label I include any
and all head-manager of a firm with more than 20 employees.

2A survey of 610 CEOs by Harvard Business School estimates that typical mid-level managers re-
quire 6.2 months to reach their break-even point, and even higher for a top-level manager or CEO.

3Gabaix & Landier (2008); Terviö (2008); Malmendier & Tate (2009); Bebchuk et al. (2011).
4Bertrand & Schoar (2003) is one of the first to do this and many studies have modeled their empirical

analysis since.
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to the role of match between CEO and firm5 type in explaining firm productivity6. I
estimate the importance of CEO-firm complementarities in determining productivity
in a model that accounts for selection in CEO job mobility.

I develop a firm production model to guide the empirical analysis. In a closed
economy, firms produce revenue with the traditional inputs -labor and capital- and
must hire a CEO to oversee production. Both firm and CEO are endowed with a cer-
tain of technology type (firm) and quality type (CEO), exogenously determined, which
accompanies them throughout the time period under analysis. The CEO’s role is me-
diated in the firm through a span-of-control technology (Lucas, 1978) and CEO’s un-
observed quality is a labor augmenting input in the production function. I introduce
a complementarity parameter which captures the interaction between a CEO and firm
types. This parameter translates into different CEO contributions to firm productivity
within the same CEO type. I derive testable implications regarding the impact of CEO
and CEO-firm complementarities in firm production, which I study in two separate
environments.

The empirical analysis is divided into four parts and hinges crucially on the quality
and breadth of the data I use. The Quadros de Pessoal matched employer-employee sur-
vey of the Portuguese labor market captures a significantly large spell of each CEO’s
tenure in the labor market, thus allowing me to separate their non-CEO from CEO
years. First, I show that CEOs have mobility patterns that are consistent with selection
on unobservables. CEO mobility appears to be motivated by the search for a better
CEO-firm match, after controlling for CEO and firm fixed effects. However, the pat-
tern of mobility of employees before becoming CEOs is as good as random vis à vis the
employee-firm match, in line with relevant literature (Card et al., 2013, 2015; Sorkin,
2018)7.

Second, I evaluate the role of the CEO in firm productivity. I build a proxy measure
of CEO quality (or type) that significantly reduces the bias introduced by the reported
selection in CEO assignment, by exploiting the full labor market spell of the CEO. I use
the non-CEO (employee) years to estimate the (at the time) employee’s ability in the
spirit of Abowd et al. (1999, 2002) by estimating a regression of log-wages on employee
and firm fixed effects. This method leverages the fact that the mobility pattern in non-
CEO years appears to be as good as random. Using variance decomposition (Kane
& Staiger, 2008; Gaure, 2014; Best et al., 2017) and accounting for finite sample bias8,
I find that employee and firm fixed effects explain very similar portions of the wage
variation as those using the full sample of workers. Moreover, I find similar effects as
the relevant literature, reassuring that the use of the non-CEO sample does not signifi-
cantly alter the attribution of heterogeneity sources. I take the standardized estimated

5A notable exception is the recent paper by Bandiera, Hansen, et al. (2017).
6There is a large body of literature studying employer-employee complementarities, Borovičková &

Shimer (2017); Best et al. (2017); Eeckhout & Kircher (2016); Gulyas (2016) to name a few of the most
recent.

7The mobility of employees can be used as a quasi-natural experiment to the extent that there is
plausible evidence that mobility is orthogonal to specific employee-firm wage realizations; that is, that
mobility is orthogonal to the employee-firm match outcome after controlling for employee and firm
types.

8See Andrews et al. (2008, 2012) for detailed descriptions of finite sample bias (also known as inci-
dental parameter bias) in the context of fixed effects regressions.
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fixed effect of the employee as a measure of CEO quality for those who become CEOs
later on910. I evaluate the impact of this measure CEO quality in firm productivity by
estimating a firm production function in which CEO quality is an additional input.

Third, I conduct heterogeneity analyses of the coefficient estimates for CEO quality
in the previous regression, along firm characteristics (size, economic sector, ownership
structure, profits, labor productivity and innovation expenditure) and CEO character-
istics (schooling, tenure, experience as CEO, age). I also perform robustness checks for
estimated CEO quality and production function specification.

I find that a one standard deviation increase in CEO’s innate quality can be trans-
lated into an increase in 5% revenue productivity, after controlling for experience,
schooling and other CEO observables. This result is in line with findings in the lit-
erature that uses natural experiments11. Moreover, results regarding CEO and firm
specific contributions to wage setting are in line with the literature12.

I present results on the heterogeneity analysis of CEO quality across observable
characteristics of firm and CEO. CEO’s quality is more important in the services in-
dustry, smaller to medium sized firms, and firms where there is high average worker
mobility. Simultaneously, CEO’s quality is positively related with observables such as
schooling and tenure in the labor market, and negatively correlated with family firm
ownership.

The previous steps allow me to assert that using contemporaneous two-way fixed
effects models to evaluate the role of the CEO in firm’s outcomes will most likely bias
the estimates because of selection on unobservables13 and, in some cases, overestimate
the effect of CEO ability by not taking CEO-firm pair selection into account. How-
ever, the analysis leaves open the question of whether this selection is indicative of
CEO-firm complementarities and, more importantly, how much do those complemen-
tarities impact overall firm productivity.

In the last part of this paper, I estimate a finite mixture model where CEO and firm-
type matches are allowed to result in complementarities in firm productivity. This
model relaxes the assumptions of the previous analysis by taking into account selec-
tion in CEO mobility across firms. Selection is inclueded by allowing for unrestricted
CEO-firm complementarities and path dependence14 of firm revenue realizations. I
use a distributional model approach devised in Bonhomme et al. (2017b) to estimate
the role of CEO and firm type, as well as CEO-firm complementarities, in productiv-
ity. In my setting, CEO types are considered to be horizontally differentiated, that is,
certain CEOs are better matches with certain firms. CEOs decide which firm to work

9Assuming one-dimensional ability and that the selection of a candidate for a position is based on
the candidate’s performance in their current role (Peter et al., 1969), rather than in the abilities of the
role for which the candidate is promoted. Lazear (2004) develops model that rationalizes promotion
choices that devolve in the Peter’s Principle as an optimal adjustment of the firm to decision making
under uncertainty.

10From now on, the mention of “CEO quality” refers to the proxy measure of ability derived from the
fixed effects estimation and is a concept used in the limited environment of this paper.

11Pérez-González (2006); Bennedsen et al. (2007).
12Bender et al. (2016).
13In the body of this paper, I also discuss the finite sample bias associated with the estimation of fixed

effects in short panels.
14In the form of a one-period Markov process.
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for based on their expectations of the match complementarities. The first step of this
approach is the dimension reduction of firm heterogeneity into a finite number of firm
groups (classes) through a kmeans clustering algorithm15 based on similarity between
firm revenue distributions. With the addition of unrestricted CEO-firm complemen-
tarities, dimension reduction plays an important role as it allows for a more parsimo-
nious treatment of heterogeneity and therefore attenuates the finite sample bias, given
that CEO job mobility rates are higher within classes as opposed to individual firms.
The second step of this distributional approach estimates a finite mixture model which
assumes that the impact of CEO and firm heterogeneity types in firm productivity are
each a result of a mixture of Gaussian distributions that generate separate revenue re-
alizations for each match of CEO with firm. Lastly, I perform a counterfactual exercise
in which I artificially set CEO-firm complementarity to zero and compare the resulting
productivity distribution to the one observed.

As a result of the finite mixture model, I find significant CEO-firm complementar-
ities in firm productivity, which are stronger for higher ability CEOs. Complementar-
ities account for approximately 2% of average revenues, with a stronger effect (3%) in
the top 10th percentile of the revenue distribution.

This paper contributes to the literature of organization economics and corporate
governance, which has made significant progress in documenting a relationship be-
tween top-management16, in corporate outcomes17, either through their characteris-
tics (Bertrand & Schoar, 2003; Bennedsen et al., 2012; Queiró, 2016), their time use
(Bandiera, Lemos, et al., 2017), or firm ownership structure (Bennedsen et al., 2007;
Pérez-González, 2006). Alongside, there have been studies documenting the relation
between managerial practices and firm (Bloom & Van Reenen, 2007; Mion et al., 2016)
or public bureaucracy (Rasul & Rogger, 2013; Best et al., 2017) performance. In this pa-
per, I build on on these groups of studies by (i) addressing challenge of non-random
assignment of managers to firms when analyzing panel data sets by putting forth a
proxy measure of CEO quality that attenuates the endogenous CEO mobility, (ii) gen-
eralizing the scope of the analysis of the role of CEOs in the firm, which is typically
placed on very large and/or publicly traded firms, to include all medium and large
firms in the Portuguese private sector and (iii) documenting evidence regarding the
importance of CEO-firm complementarities in production18.

An active literature in personnel economics, both theoretical and empirical, has
focused on establishing a source of observed increasing trajectory in CEO wages. Sev-
eral papers (Terviö, 2008; Gabaix & Landier, 2008; Chade & Eeckhout, 2013; Gayle et
al., 2015) point to a greater importance of firm size growh, as opposed to CEO ability,
in pay increases. Other papers highlight the link between managers and performance.
Lazear et al. (2015) present compelling evidence of the value of “bosses” or mid-level
managers/supervisors, both in worker productivity and retention. Bandiera, Hansen,
et al. (2017) document the relevance of CEO behavior in firm performance and high-
light the match of behaviors to firms, and Custódio et al. (2013) find that higher man-

15Steinley (2006).
16Chief Executive Officers (CEO), Chief Financial Officers (CFO) and Chief Operating Officers (COO).
17Profits, ROA, ROI, M&A decisions among others.
18This issue is addressed also in a recent paper by Bandiera, Hansen, et al. (2017) who develop struc-

tural CEO-firm match model.
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agerial ability is linked to higher CEO pay. I contribute to this discussion by explicitly
analyzing the role of the CEO-firm match complementarities in the firm’s productiv-
ity, beyond their isolated contributions. I find evidence that a non-negligible part firm
revenue productivity can be attributed to the complementarities between the CEO and
the firm. This conclusion can be seen as a bridge between the two mentioned findings
in this literature.

This paper also fits the broader literature on labor economics, which addresses the
issue of isolating worker from firm-specific effects on wages using employee-employer
matched data. I add to this literature by expanding the study of match-specific com-
plementarities to the realm of CEO-firm pairs. This literature can be loosely divided
into two groups. The first group corresponds to the influential and widespread two-
way fixed-effects approach, put forth by the seminal works of Abowd et al. (1999,
2002)19. Their work presents a tractable model that employs worker and firm fixed-
effects to account for the relative importance of worker and firm heterogeneity in
wage dispersion, under some (potentially) stringent assumptions20. Alongside, the
search and match literature deals with the challenge of analyzing wage dispersion us-
ing structural models that underpin the matching process of worker and firm (Postel-
Vinay & Robin, 2002; Bagger et al., 2014; Hagedorn et al., 2017). The distributional
method I use, put forth by Bonhomme et al. (2017a,b), attempts to bridge the gap be-
tween structural and reduced-form approaches by estimating the role of the worker-
firm pair in and importance match-specific complementarities in wage setting. I use
their environment to evaluate the role CEO-firm complementarities, under endoge-
nous CEO mobility, in firm productivity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the theoretical
model which establishes a framework for the empirical analysis. Section 3 describes
the data and provides relevant information regarding its institutional context. Section
4 documents the estimation of CEO quality and its contribution to firm productiv-
ity and section 5 presents a battery of robustness analyses. Section 6 outlines and
estimates the finite mixture model. Section 8 concludes and sets avenues for future
research.

2 Conceptual Framework

In this section I present a model of firm production where CEO quality is a TFP-
augmenting input in production. This stylized model presents a conceptual frame-
work for the empirical analysis developed in section 4. The model is composed of
two parts, which differ on the assumptions made regarding CEO job mobility. First, I
assume CEOs move based on their ability type and firms’ types. On a second part, I
assume CEOs decision to move also takes into account the CEO-firm match specific re-

19Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis’ work has been a cornerstone in the study of wage inequality (Card
et al., 2013; Song et al., 2015), gender gap in wages (Cardoso et al., 2016), bargaining and sorting (Card
et al., 2015). Their method has also been adopted by other economics fields, specifically in identifying
teacher versus school value-added in student performance (Jackson, 2013), or to document sources of
variation in health care utilization in the U.S. (Finkelstein et al., 2016).

20Some recent papers adopt instrumental variable approaches to disentangle between worker and
firm heterogeneity in wage setting (Jäger, 2016).
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alizations and that CEO-firm complementarities are a relevant determinant of overall
firm production.

2.1 CEO Quality and Firm Productivity with Random Assignment

Consider a closed economy with a homogenous labor force of size L and K units of
homogenous capital, both supplied inelastically to the market. The two factors can be
combined to achieve production that is sold in a homogenous-good, price-taking mar-
ket. In order for the firm to operate, it must hire a head-manager/CEO21 to lead the
company and oversee production. Moreover, the quality of the CEO is also an input in
the production22. Therefore, besides the two traditional inputs (L and K), firm’s pro-
duction is also affected by the quality of the CEO23. In the context of this model, CEO
“quality” can be thought as an interaction between innate ability and human capital.
In this paper, I assume “quality” is given by a fixed-effect which the CEO brings to
any firm (s)he works for24.

Let the described economy consist of J firms, j ∈ {1, ..., J}, at each time-period
t ∈ {1, ..., T}. Firms are endowed with a firm-specific total factor productivity (TFP)
type (Aj) when they are active. Firm technology type is represented by a fixed distri-
bution Λ : R+ → [A,A]. Moreover, firms can hire from a pool of CEOs, i ∈ {1, ..., N}.
As in Lucas (1978) span of control model, I assume CEO’s quality is exogenously de-
termined and there is a continuum of identities that are fully represented by a fixed
distribution Γ : R+ → [α, α] at each time t. CEO quality is assumed to be perma-
nent and unidimensional (Becker, 1973). I also assume that CEOs are hired according
to their success as employees was (Peter et al., 1969). Managerial ability (αi) enters
the production function in two ways. First, as an input (Bender et al., 2016). Second,
through a decreasing returns to scale (DRS) transformation of the production function,
reflecting the limited span of control of the CEO25.

At every period, the CEO can move to a new firm. At this stage of the model, let
us assume that CEO job mobility is only driven by αi and Aj , and not by the CEO-
firm match specific wage realizations. A standard Cobb-Douglas constant returns to
scale (CRS) function represents the firm’s production function if span of control were
unlimited:

Yj,t = Ajα
µ
i L

δ
j,tK

1−δ−µ
j,t (1)

where αi andAj correspond to the CEO quality type and firm technology, respectively.
Given the limited span of control of the CEO, production oversight and monitoring is

21Throughout the rest of the paper, I use the label “CEO” to define the concept of head-manager of
any firm, regardless of size.

22(Guner et al., 2015) also use managerial skill as a production function input.
23For simplicity, I borrow Lucas (1978) assumption that workers are a readily available factor of pro-

duction to the CEO.
24An illustrative example would be to think of this quality as an identity type, something that is

particular to the CEO.
25The intuition being that the CEOs’ management and supervisory abilities are inversely proportional

to the quantity of L and K units under their control, ceteris paribus.
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a DRS transformation of equation (1). I assume this transformations takes the form of
a natural logarithmic function g(Yj,t) = ln(Yj,t), such that:

ln(Yj,t) = ln(Aj) + µln(αi) + δln(Lj,t) + (1− δ − µ)ln(Kj,t) (2)

An allocation of resources is described by Lj(αi) and Kj(αi), which correspond to the
labor and capital allocations of firm j managed by a CEO with quality αi. Labor and
capital can be hired at equilibrium prices w and r, respectively26.

For the remainder of the paper, I focus on gross revenue as the object of the firm’s
maximization problem27. That is,

PYj,t = (P ∗ Aj)αµi Lδj,tK
1−δ−µ
j,t (3)

where P ∗ Aj is TFPR (or revenue TFP28) and P is unique in the final homogenous
goods market, reflecting the price-taking behavior of firms. The following proposition
illustrates the hypothesized relationship between CEO ability and firm’s productivity,
measured in gross revenue. This hypothesis will be tested in the empirical analysis, in
section 4.

Proposition 1 A higher level of CEO quality results in higher firm gross revenues.

dPYj,t
dαi

> 0 (4)

Proof: see Appendix A.

2.2 CEO Quality, Firm Production and CEO-Firm Match

Consider the same closed economy with a labor force of size L and K units of homoge-
nous capital. Let the described economy consist of the same J firms, j ∈ {1, ..., J}, at
each time-period t ∈ {1, ..., T}. Firms are endowed with a firm-specific total factor
productivity (TFP) type (Aj) when they are active. Moreover, firms can hire from a
pool of CEOs, i ∈ {1, ..., N}. I assume CEO’s quality is exogenous (αi). CEO abil-
ity is assumed to be unidimensional and CEOs are assumed to be hired according
to their performance in former positions. As before, firm’s production is affected by
managerial quality. However, in contrast with the previous section, CEO-firm specific
match output influences production as a complementarity/interaction effect that goes
beyond the effects in production of the CEO and firm in isolation.

As before, the CEO can move to a new firm at every period. In this extension of
the model, CEO job mobility is driven not only by αi and Aj , but also by the CEO-firm

26I assume firm size is small enough not to change equilibrium prices.
27Several papers in the growth and productivity literature (Hsieh & Klenow, 2009, 2014) and in the

organizational literature (Bloom & Van Reenen, 2007; Bertrand & Schoar, 2003; Bandiera, Hansen, et al.,
2017) use revenues as outcomes.

28Hsieh & Klenow (2009, 2014).
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match complementarity, θi,j . Moreover, CEO-firm match is another determinant in
productivity, entering the firm’s production function as a TFP-augmenting parameter.
A logarithmic transformation of a standard Cobb-Douglas constant returns to scale
(CRS) function with parameter δ represents the firm’s production function with lim-
ited CEO span-of-control:

ln(Yj,t) = θi,j + µln(αi) + ln(Aj) + δln(Lj,t) + (1− δ − µ)ln(Kj,t) (5)

The following proposition illustrates the hypothesized relationship between CEO-firm
match and firm productivity, measured in gross revenue. This hypothesis will be
tested in the empirical analysis, in section 6.

Proposition 2 A higher level of CEO-firm match complementarity results in higher firm gross
revenues.

dPYj,t
dθi,j

> 0 (6)

Proof: Appendix A.

3 Data & Context

I provide a brief account of relevant features regarding the context of the data used
in this paper. While my analysis is based on Portuguese data, the main labor market
and productive sector characteristics in Portugal indicate that results may be general-
ized to other EU or OECD countries. Figure 1 presents the evolution of labor market
participation rates. The Portuguese participation rate has been fairly constant over the
past 10 years, at approximately 74.1% of the whole population. This figure is similar
the 72% estimated for EU average in 2016) and OECD average (71.7% in 2016)29. The
ratio of manager to non-manager employee population is estimated at 6.7% for the
Portuguese labor market, a figure close to the OECD average of 6.4%30. Despite the
similarities in labor participation, labor productivity in Portugal is significantly lower
than that of the EU31. This gap in productivity makes a stronger case for the role of
non-input related productivity differentials in general, and CEO quality in particular.

Alongside labor market features, Portuguese economic activity can be represen-
tative of other EU countries. Portugal has experienced, as most southern European
countries, a severe economic downturn in the aftermath of the Great Recession fol-
lowed by a slow recovery that has placed GDP growth at no more that 1-2% a year32.
Small and medium sized firms represent 99% (95% OECD average) of the total num-
ber of firms in Portugal and have accounted for between one half and two thirds of its

29Source: OECD (2017), Labour force participation rate (indicator). doi: 10.1787/8a801325-en. The
US participation rate is similar (73%).

30Source: OECD (2014), Share of employed who are managers.
31Source: PORDATA and Eurostat (2016).
32Source: Bank of Portugal.
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total value creation over the past decade33. Most (68.2%) of these firms’ employment
is dedicated to services, comparable to a 72% in the EU34).

I combine two data sets to generate a matched employer-employee panel. Em-
ployee information comes from Quadros de Pessoal, a proprietary data set collected
and administered by the Portuguese Ministry of Employment, drawing on a compul-
sory annual employment census of firms35 that have at least one employee on payroll
during the survey reference week36. Firm level data is obtained from Informação Em-
presarial Simplificada (IES), a mandatory annual survey on firm financial information.
The two data sets are merged by a common firm identifier. The QP data set has been
used in numerous fields of labor economics, namely in the study of gender wage gap37

and bargaining and unions38. The mandatory character of both Quadros de Pessoal and
, together with reporting based on tax-authority valid profiles39, lends particular cred-
ibility to the data set at hand. Moreover, the QP encompasses the entirety of the Por-
tuguese economic private sector, making its breadth reassuring in providing a safe
ground on which to run meaningful empirical analyses.

3.1 Employee and CEO Data

Quadros de Pessoal is a longitudinal data set on private sector employees, spanning
from 1986 to 201340. As of 2013, the survey collected information on approximately
450,000 firms and 3 million employees. Reported data cover each firm (location, eco-
nomic activity, employment, sales, and legal status) and each of its workers (gender,
age, education, skill, occupation, tenure, managerial versus non-managerial position,
hours worked, overtime, and earnings41). Firms and workers entering the database
are assigned a unique, time-invariant identifier that allows to tracking of firms and
worker pairs over time. The data covers information on all personnel working for any
firms with at least one employee on payroll.

Importantly, the variable “occupation” allows me to identify the managing director
or CEO42. For the purpose of the empirical analysis, I focus on single job holders and
full-time jobs held by men and women aged between 18 and 68 years old. I perform a
98%43 winsorization of wage outliers44.

33Source: PORDATA (2017), Empresas, Pequenas e Médias Empresas.
34OECD (2015), Employment in the services sector.
35Public administration and informal market services are excluded. Includes private, nonprofit and

public firms.
36One week of October of each year.
37Cardoso et al. (2016).
38Card et al. (2015); Addison et al. (2017).
39All employee salaries and employer sales revenues are reported as they are declared to the Por-

tuguese Tax Authority (Direcção Geral dos Impostos) and Social Security.
40The survey has waves after 2013; however, these are the ones available at the Bank of Portugal.
41The information on earnings includes the base wage (gross pay for normal hours of work),

seniority-indexed components of pay, other regularly paid components, overtime work pay, and ir-
regularly paid components.

42Appendix B elaborates on the methodology used to identify the firm CEO.
43I set all variables below the 1% percentile to the 1% percentile of the distribution; the same with

99% percentile.
44Appendix B provides further details on sample selection criteria.
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Table 1 presents means and standard deviations45 for two samples: non-CEO and
CEO employees. Column 1 presents the results for CEO employees. Female CEOs
make up about 30% of the sample; the average CEO is around 45 years old; about
35% of managers hold a higher degree and have been in that management position for
over 5 years. There are considerable differences between CEOs and other employees,
both at the earnings level and demographics aspect. Importantly, CEOs present higher
job mobility, both across firms and across positions and achieve considerably higher
earnings levels. Table 2 presents the same statistics for the largest connected set of
firms46. In comparison, mostly all variables exhibit similar descriptive patterns within
the largest connected set and the whole sample. This will become important in section
4.2.

The data set also allows me to track employee job to job transitions. In fact, this
source of variation is crucial for the identification of person versus firm effects on
production. Table 3 displays executive transitions, that is, manager switches between
positions and firms. In the interest of completeness, I present all switches between any
combination of two out of the four management positions: CEO 47, Financial Manager,
other high-level managers and mid-level managers. Other high-level managers con-
sist of operative mangers and others who report directly to the CEO. Employee tran-
sitions encompass the job mobility of non-managerial employees. In the remainder
of this paper, I focus on the CEO-CEO and employee-employee job transitions. Im-
portantly, Tables 1,2 and 3 point to the fact that the amount of job transitions declines
as the employee becomes a CEO. This illustrates part of the differential mobility pat-
terns between CEO and employees, developed further in the next section. The large
amount of job transitions, particularly within-groups, is encouraging as it provides
valuable job mobility that will be exploited in the identification strategy.

3.2 Firm data

The IES dataset spans from 2005 to 2015 and includes financial information of the firm.
The survey reports data on balance sheet and profit and loss statements. This includes
data on capital, raw materials and other consumables, services used in production,
salaries and employment, added value, sales, profit or loss. These data are merged
with employee-level data via a common firm identifier.

Table 4 presents summary statistics on firm characteristics48. A share of approxi-
mately 28% of all firms is located in Lisbon, whereas 19% are in Porto. Approximately
37% of the firms operate in the manufacturing sector, 14% in construction and 49% in
the service sector. The average firm has 18 employees. For the purpose of the upcom-
ing empirical analysis, I focus on non-agriculture sector firms, exclude non-profit and
banking related organizations. For more details on sample selection, see Appendix B.

45Summary statistics for Table 1 are constructed using the average of cross-section estimates.
46The largest connected set is, within the groups of firms that are linked together by employee mobil-

ity, the one that encompasses more observations within the sample. See section 4.2 for a more detailed
description of the largest connected set.

47Highest management level within the firm organization.
48Summary statistics for Table 4 are made up of averages of annual cross-sections, except in the case

of firm longevity.
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4 CEO Quality and Firm Productivity

I use a reduced-form approach to the estimate of the production function model de-
veloped in the conceptual framework section. In this section, the baseline econometric
model unfolds in two stages. First, I measure CEO quality as a person fixed effect in
a wage regression, in the tradition of Abowd et al. (1999). Second, the estimated CEO
quality is used as an input in the production function. This amounts to testing the
validity of Proposition 1 of the conceptual framework.

4.1 Measuring CEO Quality

In the first stage of the reduced form approach, I estimate a model that separates the
components of wage variation attributable to employee-specific and firm-specific het-
erogeneity. I use the two-way fixed-effects model first introduced by Abowd et al.
(1999). The economy consists of i = 1, ..., N employees and j = 1, ..., J firms. I model
the logarithm of wages as a function of employee observables, firm and employee
fixed effects:

yit = αi + ψj(i,t) +Xitβ + εit (7)

Consider j(i,t) as the indicator for the firm j where employee i works at time t.yit stands
for deflated log of wages, Aj(i,t) represents firm j fixed effect, which captures constant
firm specific heterogeneity, αi are the employee fixed effects and Xit represents a vector
of time-varying employee-level control variables49 and year fixed effects. The param-
eter of interest is αi, which I interpret as an innate ability that is valued in the labor
market in the same way. I use αi as the estimated employee quality50. I recover the
estimated employee qualities for the firm CEOs that are later used as an input in the
production function.

4.2 Identification and Connected Sets

Ideally, for the purpose of this study, employees would be assigned to firms randomly
in an experimental setting and moved randomly throughout the period under obser-
vation. This would allow for straightforward separate identification of employee and
firm contributions (i.e. heterogeneity types). In a non-experimental setting such as the
one in this paper, separate identification of employee and firm fixed effects can only be
achieved if we observe employees working for more than one firm and firms employ-
ing more than one employee over the time-series. In other words, we need firms to
be linked to one another through employees who move between them in a connected
set. The stronger the link, i.e. the more frequent the employee moves, between these
two firms, the more accurate the separation of the influence of the employee from that

49Quadratic terms in age fully interacted with schooling levels. More details on variables and coding
are presented in Appendix B.

50A definition of “quality” in the context of this paper is further described in Appendix B of this
paper.
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of the firm type on wage setting over time. As shown in Abowd et al. (2002), con-
nectedness is a sufficient condition for identification. As a result, identification can be
achieved within a connected set of firms51.

I follow previous work52 by focusing on the largest connected set of firm, linked to-
gether by non-CEO employee mobilty. This approach seems reasonable in this partic-
ular setting, since approximately 96% of the employee-firm pairs are captured within
the largest connected set. Moreover, I find similar summary statistics between the
largest connected set and the full sample53 (Table 2). Abowd et al. (1999, 2002) prove
that, within each connected set, the employee and firm effects are identified only in
relation to each other. Therefore, and also in the spirit of previous literature, I take a
random firm as reference, normalizing that firm effect to zero and estimating uncon-
ditional variances in section 4.4.

4.3 Job Mobility and Causality

The quasi-experimental nature of the empirical model presented in equation (7) de-
rives from the job mobility54 of employees across firms. This mobility can provide a
causal interpretation of employee and firm fixed effects on wage setting to the extent
that employee job transitions are orthogonal to the error term. I write the error term
associated with equation (7) in three parts, as Card et al. (2013), to highlight poten-
tial cases where the stated orthogonality condition does not hold. The error term εit

is composed by a random employee-firm match effect, (λj(i,t)), a unit-root process that
reflects increments in employee quality (ωi) and a transitory shock component (υj(i,t))
as described in equation (8):

εit = λi,j(i,t) + ωit + υit (8)

The match effect component (λi,j(i,t)) represents wage premiums or discounts that em-
ployee i faces when matched with firm j that go beyond the channels of firm hetero-
geneity or employee quality. Match effects could arise if specific employees are espe-
cially suited (or unsuitable) for specific firms. Match-specific wage components are
present in the search-and-match literature which models an idiosyncratic component
of output associated with each possible job match55. I apply the same logic in the con-
text of this model, where match effects are reflected in wages. The unit root component
ωit reflects potential drift in employee quality that has lasting effects. This component
encompasses a wide array of shocks with permanent effects to the employee’s ability,
such as health shocks or unobserved human capital accumulation. For the time be-
ing, I assume that ωit has mean zero for each employee in their observed time period.

51As a counter example, in the case of an employee who stays in the same firm throughout the whole
panel time-span, the employee and firm fixed effects cannot be disentangled.

52Card et al. (2013); Cardoso et al. (2016).
53See Appendix C for a more nuanced analysis of the differences in the largest connected set.
54I label a job mobility “event” by identifying employees whose associated firm identifier changes

from one period (year) to the next.
55Mortensen & Pissarides (1994); Shimer & Smith (2000); Postel-Vinay & Robin (2002); Eeckhout &

Kircher (2017); Hagedorn et al. (2017).
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Finally, there is a transitory term (υit) that represents any other temporary shock that
affects the outcome, which is also assumed to have mean zero for every employee in
their observed time period.

To achieve causal identification, OLS assumptions regarding the previously de-
scribed error terms must hold. Let y denote the stacked NT × 1 vector of year-sorted
employee wages (where NT = N ), E denote the NT × N design matrix of employee
indicators, F is the NT × J design matrix of firm indicators and X is a NT × J matrix
of time-varying employee covariates and ε denotes the error term. Equation (7) can be
written in matrix notation as:

y = Cα+ Fψ +Xβ + ε (9)

Consistent estimation of equation (9) via OLS implies the following assumptions re-
garding the interaction of the error terms with explanatory variables:

E[ei′ε] = 0,∀i E[f j ′ε] = 0,∀j E[xk ′ε] = 0,∀k (10)

Equation (10) describes OLS orthogonality conditions between the error term ε and
each regressor. Whereas the assumption on the vector of regressors xk is standard, the
same cannot be said about the identifying assumption regarding the employee and
firm indicators, ei and f j . These assumptions allow for an array of sorting patterns be-
tween firm and employee56. However, the same assumptions preclude the existence of
sorting on match-specific effects, i.e. sorting on premia/discounts earned from a spe-
cific individual employee-firm pair57. If this type of endogenous mobility is present in
the CEO data, causal identification of equation (9) is threatened since it would imply
a positive correlation between a component (λi,j(i,t)) of the error term and f j . In fact,
given the assumptions made on the error term components, causal identification of
equation (9) boils down to the verification of the assumption E[f j ′ε] = 0,∀j58. Ap-
pendix C provides intuition for a simple example with two CEOs, two firms and two
time periods. I now discuss three cases that would lead to biased estimates of fixed
effects.

Consider an employee who moves from firm 1 to firm 2, from t-1 to t. The individ-
ual’s expected change in wages can be summarized by:

E[yit − yit−1|j(i, t) = 2, j(i, t− 1) = 1] = ψ2 − ψ1 + E[εit|j(i, t) = 2]− E[εit|j(i, t− 1) = 1]

= ψ2 − ψ1 + E[λi2 − λi1|j(i, t) = 2, j(i, t− 1) = 1]

+E[ωit|j(i, t) = 2]− E[ωit|j(i, t− 1) = 1] + E[υit|j(i, t) = 2]− E[υit|j(i, t− 1) = 1]

(11)
56There can be systematic sorting of effective firms with effective employees (up to a pre-determined

measure of effectiveness) that does not break the assumptions of equation (10).
57Intuitively, the phenomenon of (match-specific) endogenous mobility can be thought of as the pur-

suit of the perfect match between a CEO and a firm or employee and firm.
58Proof: Appendix A.
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In the absence of bias, the expected wage differential for employee i is ψ2 − ψ1. The
presence of sorting based on the employee-firm match component of wages, i.e. en-
dogenous mobility, will result in biased OLS estimates. If this type of sorting occurs,
we should observe E[λi2] 6= E[λi1]. That is, on average we should observe that the
wage premium for an employee who moves from firm 1 to firm 2 is significantly dif-
ferent from the premium faced by an employee who moves in the opposite direction.
In order to assess the possibility of endogenous mobility I use event studies as used
by Card et al. (2013)59. I define an event as any job transition of an employee from one
firm to another in consecutive time periods t-1 and t, provided that the employee stays
with both firms for at least two years. I classify jobs at origin and destination firms60

according to the respective quartile of coworker wage distributions. I assign each
job transition event to one of 16 cells of origin and destination quartiles of coworker
wages. I calculate mean wages in the years before and after the event for each quartile
cell.

Panel A of Figure 2 exhibits the employee event study graph. The plot depicts
the job transition event timeline against average log wages for each trajectory of quar-
tile mean coworker wages. Log wages are residualized of year fixed effects. We can
observe that wage differentials between switching employee trajectories appear sym-
metric. Note, in particular, the trajectories from a first quartile to fourth quartile firm
change and vice versa: the average wage change has opposite sign but a similar order
of magnitude. Indeed, the ratio between the average wage gain in the first trajectory
(first to fourth quartile) and the average wage loss in the second trajectory (fourth to
first quartile) is approximately 1, reinforcing the observed symmetry61. This conclu-
sion goes in line with similar findings in the labor literature62. Moreover, the ratio
between average estimated gains and losses (the ratio between slopes of symmetric
movements) is very close to 1.

Panel B of Figure 2 shows a different mobility pattern for CEOs. The same event
study exercise applied to the pool of CEOs instead of employees, yields an asymmet-
ric plot. Focusing on the switching trajectories between first and fourth quartiles63,
the increase in wages resulting from the movement from the first to fourth quartile is
significantly greater than the other way around. CEOs appear to move to a new job be-
cause systematically due to specific gains in wages from that CEO-firm pair. Moreover,
the ratio between average estimated gains and losses is statistically different from 1.

The unit root component presents another source of bias if we observe E[ωit|j =
2 6= E[ωit|j = 1] in equation (11). In that case, a positive (or negative) drift in employ-
ees’ quality64 would result in systematic changes towards better (or worse) firms. This
would be translated into an observable time trend in mean wages in Figure 2. This
pattern is not found for employees (Panel A). However, Panel B shows that CEOs dis-
play a slightly increasing wage trend, possibly indicating that cumulative experience

59The event study methodology is also used in Card et al. (2015); Finkelstein et al. (2016); Best et al.
(2017).

60Define firm where employee works in t-1 as the “origin” firm. Define firm where employee works
in to t as the “destination” firm.

61The ratio is calculated between the two expected wage differentials from t-1 to t+1.
62Card et al. (2013, 2015).
63The same patterns can be found for other trajectories; see Appendix E.
64e.g. Increases in human capital accumulation.
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is increasingly valued in a CEOs career.
It is possible that a transitory wage shock is correlated with employee job mobility

(e.g. plant closures). This would lead us to overstate the difference in employee effects
since E[υit|j = 2] 6= E[υit|j = 1] in equation (11) and would translate into an Ashenfel-
ter’s dip65 in wages before a job transition. No such dip in wages is observed in wither
panels of Figure 2.

4.4 Estimation and Variance Decomposition

The event studies indicate there are two different patterns of employee job-to-job tran-
sition. During the non-management years, it appears that the Portuguese data vali-
dates the literature’s result that points to a match-specific exogenous mobility pattern.
Later, in the years as a CEO, job transitions seem to be more oriented towards incorpo-
rating CEO-firm match gains. The differential mobility patterns throughout a CEO’s
career provide a case for the use of the non-managerial labor market spell of the CEO
to estimate a proxy measure of her quality as CEO.

Focusing on the first stage of the CEOs career provides three important advan-
tages. First, I avoid the endogenous mobility bias arising from job transitions because
of CEO-firm specific wage realizations. Second, given the time separation between the
years as an employee and years as a CEO, I ensure that the proxy CEO quality mea-
sure is, by construction, exogenous with respect to firm productivity in the CEO years.
Third, this approach is compatible section 2.1 model’s assumptions that CEO quality
is unidimensional (Becker, 1973) and that selection of a candidate for the position of
CEO is based on the candidate’s performance in their previous job position (Peter et
al., 1969).

I estimate equation (7) on the largest connected set of non-managerial spells for
all CEOs for which a large enough employee spell is available in the data set. To en-
sure employee spells are comparable and not confounded by possible endogeneity in
timing of ascent to managerial positions, I define the employee labor spell up until a
maximum age66. I cluster standard errors at the employee-firm level, accounting for
the two-way fixed effects nature of the regression in equation (7). I decompose the
variance and covariance components log wages as:

V ar(yit) = V ar(αi) + V ar(ψj(i,t)) + V ar(X′itβ) + 2 ∗ Cov(αi, ψj(i,t))

+2 ∗ Cov(ψj(i,t)X′itβ) + 2 ∗ Cov(αi, x′itβ) + V ar(εit)
(12)

where V ar(αi)
V ar(yit)

and V ar(ψj(i,t))

V ar(yit)
represent the percentage of wage variation that is ex-

plained by employee quality and firm heterogeneity, respectively. Results can be
found in Table 4. The baseline variance computation is presented in column 1 and 2.
Columns 3 and 4. CEO proxy measure of quality, the employee fixed effect, accounts
for approximately 60% of employee wage variation, whereas firm heterogeneity ac-

65Ashenfelter (1978).
66Maximum age is defined as the 75th percentile of age when the employee first became a CEO, 38

years old. Robustness checks find no significant difference in using 90th percentile.
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counts for about 20%67. I present “shrinkage” estimators of variance components as in
Kane & Staiger (2008), to account for overestimation of employee and firm fixed effects
resulting from finite sample bias68.

The first stage thus results in estimation of proxy measures of CEO quality by fo-
cusing on the employee fixed effects before she became a CEO.

4.5 Estimating Firm Productivity

In the second stage of the reduced-form estimation I use the CEO quality measure
obtained in the first stage to evaluate the role of CEO in firm productivity. Consider
the following baseline Cobb-Douglas production function specification69 for firm j at
time t:

qjt = δ + φCEOi(j,t) +Wjtβ +Zjtγ + εjt (13)

where qjt is the log of deflated sales, Wjt is a vector of variable inputs and Xjt is a
vector of state variables, all in logarithm form. The proxy measure for CEO quality
(CEOi(j,t) for CEO iwho works for firm j at time t) also enters the production function
as a state variable70, as suggested in section 2.1. The sequence Ajt is unobserved firm
productivity. The error term εjt has the following structure:

εjt = Ajt + ηjt (14)

where Ajt is a transmitted firm productivity parameter (persistent in time) and ηjt is
an iid transitory shock.

I use the production function estimation method proposed by Wooldridge (2009).
I expand the production function to include CEO quality as a state variable. This
method combines Olley & Pakes (1996) (OP) and Levinsohn & Petrin (2003) (LP) ap-
proaches71 in their treatment of simultaneity bias72. Both works resort to proxy vari-
ables (investment and materials, respectively) to measure firm productivity in two

67These results go in line with the labor economics literature: Card et al. (2013); Bonhomme et al.
(2017b).

68Finite sample bias is also referred in the literature as incidental parameter or limited mobility bias.
See Andrews et al. (2008) for a detailed description of this type of bias, commonly associated to panel
data estimation. I present a detailed description of the variance shrinkage method used in this section
in Appendix C.

69Bloom & Van Reenen (2007).
70I include CEO quality as a state variable since it works as a stock of human capital that influences

the productivity process. I borrow this insight from the human capital accumulation literature (Black &
Lynch, 1996; Galor & Moav, 2004).

71Wooldridge (2009) methodology also takes into account the critiques in Blundell & Bond (2000) and
Ackerberg et al. (2006).

72Since the pioneer work of Marschak & Andrews (1944), economists have discussed potential corre-
lation between input levels and the unobserved firm-specific productivity shocks (e.g. new technology)
in the estimation of production function parameters. The intuition behind this problem is that firms
that have a large positive productivity shock may respond using more or better inputs. If this concern
is verified, using OLS to estimate production functions would yield biased parameter estimates.
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step estimation approaches73.
Following recent literature, I use a GMM approach rather than two step proce-

dure to jointly estimate both firm productivity and input coefficient74 in equation (13).
This approach assumes that productivity Ajt is described by a function g(xjt,mjt) of
state variables and a set of instruments mjt. I use real value of intermediate materials
and services used as proxy variables for non-observed firm productivity, as Petrin &
Sivadasan (2013), to avoid the problem of lumpy investment associated with the OP
investment proxy75. The novelty in this section is that I include the CEO quality as a
new input parameter of firm productivity as described in section 2. I measure CEO
quality as the standardized person fixed effect estimated in the first stage of the esti-
mation for all CEOs, i.e. α̂i76. I focus on the years of CEO activity for all CEOs for
whom the first stage α̂i was estimated. Given the rigid nature of most labor contracts
in Portugal, I consider labor units and real capital stock as state variables. I consider
intermediate materials and services used as variable inputs77.

GMM model is estimated by imposing two moment conditions on the data. The
function g(xjt−1,mjt−1), which approximates firm productivity Ajt, is estimated non-
parametrically by approximating a third-degree polinomial on both xjt−1 and mjt−1.
See Appendix C for further details regarding the GMM estimation.

Results can be found in Table 5. Estimation accounts for sector heterogeneity: ser-
vices and manufacturing. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. Results indi-
cate that a one standard deviation increase in CEO quality translates into an approxi-
mately 5% increase in firm productivity in the services sector and 4% in manufactur-
ing. I conduct the Sargan-Hansen78 overidentification test to assess the joint validity of
productivity proxy measures. The p-values of the overidentification test are reported
in columns 3 and 6 of Table 5. In none of the cases can the joint validity of the instru-
ments be rejected at the 1% level. CEO quality, estimated in section 4.1, is therefore
an important parameter in firm productivity while controlling for other inputs and
simultaneity bias.

4.6 CEO Quality and Observables

Having established the importance of CEO quality in firm productivity, I turn to an-
swer a second question: do higher-quality CEOs are/behave differently? In other
words, are there observable characteristics at the CEO and firm that are positively cor-

73In a first step, authors employ semi-parametric methods to estimate the coefficients on the variable
inputs. In a second step, the parameters on capital inputs can be identified under assumptions on the
dynamics of the productivity process.

74Wooldridge (2009) justifies using GMM for three reasons: (i) avoid the potential problem with iden-
tification of variable inputs of the parameters in the LP first stage estimation, (ii) efficiently use the mo-
ment conditions implied by the OP and LP assumptions in one step and (iii) directly estimate robust
standard errors.

75LP show that investment has considerable adjustment costs and therefore is not immediately re-
sponsive to productivity shocks. In fact, they argue that in most data sets, a lot of firms will exhibit zero
investment in many years for this reason.

76The standardized person fixed effects are given by α̂i−µα
σα

and µα =

∑
CEO

α̂

nCEO
.

77In Appendix B, I further detail how each input is measured.
78Sargan (1958) and Hansen (1982).
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related with CEO quality? I use CEO quality, estimated as employee fixed effects, to
compute correlations with CEO and firm observables. I run two types of correlation
tests: pairwise regressions of CEO quality on each of the observables of CEO and firm
separately, and a post-LASSO regularization regression which performs variable se-
lection and coefficient regularization. The regularization parameter is set to minimize
the cross-validation (Tibshirani, 1996).

Figure 3 presents the results. Panel A exhibits the pairwise coefficients of a regres-
sion where each variable presented is the only regressor and CEO quality estimate is
the outcome variable. All variables are standardized to have unit standard deviation.
Panel B presents the results of the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
(LASSO) regularization procedure to enhance the accuracy. This procedure allows for
the selection of the covariates to include in the regression according to a penalty mech-
anism on the sum of squared errors in the OLS minimization problem79.

We can conclude from Figure 3 that CEO quality is closely associated with several
observable variables. First, better firm performance indicators, such as profits, oper-
ating revenue and employee value added are associated with higher quality CEOs.
These results go in line with the production function estimates in the previous section.
Second, higher quality CEOs show a strongly positive correlation with investment
in innovation, measured as Research and Development expenditures. This result is
consistent with management literature that suggests that more experienced, confident
and better able CEOs are better innovators (Barker III & Mueller, 2002; Hirshleifer
et al., 2012; Custódio et al., 2017). Third, CEO innate quality is positively associated
with higher education, age and experience, both in the firm and as a CEO. These re-
sults are also in line with management literature, as well as Bertrand & Schoar (2003).
Fourth, family owned and managed firms are less likely to employ a higher quality
CEO, which is consistent with the literature of family firms80.

5 Robustness Analysis

In this section I present the results of two sets of robustness checks for the reduced
form analysis presented in section 4. First, I develop a battery of checks to ensure
that employee fixed effects before becoming a CEO is a plausible measurement CEO
quality. Second, I run alternative production function specifications to validate the
results obtained on the role of CEO quality in firm productivity.

5.1 CEO Quality Measurement

In the previous section I use non-managerial employee fixed effects to proxy CEO
quality. I then use the estimated CEO quality as a productivity augmenting parameter
in the production function estimation and find that a one standard deviation increase

79The LASSO regularization procedure yields the coefficients from the multivariate regression of α̂i
derived from equation (7) that are selected according to a penalization of extra covariates on the sum
of squared errors. The penalization parameter is estimated with by iteratations set to minimize cross-
validated error.

80Pérez-González (2006); Bennedsen et al. (2007); Bandiera, Lemos, et al. (2017).
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in CEO quality translates into an increase in sales revenues of approximately 5% for
the service sector.

One possible concern with this finding is that it may be capturing variation in abil-
ity of other firm employees rather than the CEO. Keeping the first stage estimation
equal, I run a placebo regression which randomly picks a firm employee to replace the
CEO parameter in the production function, the second stage of the estimation. I use
this randomly chosen employee fixed effect. Table 7 presents the results. The random
employee quality measure is not statistically significant as a productivity input in the
firm.

I run a separate estimation in which, rather than focusing on the years before the
employee becomes a CEO, I use the whole labor market trajectory of the CEO to es-
timate their individual fixed effects measure of quality in the first stage of the esti-
mation. According to the findings provided by the event study graphs in Figure 2,
this means including a significant portion of the CEO’s trajectory which appears to
present endogenous job mobility. If that is the case, CEO fixed effects should be over-
estimated81 and, consequently, so will the coefficient of CEO quality in the second
stage regression. Results can be found in Table 8. We can observe, as expected, that
the estimated role of CEO quality on production is considerably higher than when us-
ing a proxy measure. Results indicate that a one standard deviation increase in CEO
quality translates into 11%, compared to 5% when using a proxy measure that has
been significantly clean of endogeneity.

My findings go in line with the results in two separate strands of literature. When
compared with papers that use variation coming from a natural experiment, my CEO
quality proxy measure estimation yields very similar results both in size and magni-
tude. As an example, Bennedsen et al. (2007) find a 6% increase in productivity due
to a high-quality CEO. This is comparable to the 5% result I get when using a proxy
measure of CEO quality.

Another set of papers (Bender et al., 2016) use fixed effects models to estimate CEO
quality, using the whole spell of CEOs in the labor market. They estimate that around
13% of the revenue variation can be attributed to the CEO, a figure comparable to the
results in Table 8.

5.2 Production Functions

I estimate alternative specifications for the production function82. I use an OLS esti-
mation of equation (13) with firm×year fixed effects. On a separate estimation, I relax
two important Cobb-Douglas assumptions. The second order translog specification
allows for output elasticities to change over time and for input substitutability to be
different from 1:

qjt =
5∑

k=1

βkX
k
jt + βkkX

k2

jt +
∑
l 6=k

∑
k

βlkX
k
jtX

l
jt + εjt (15)

81In the presence of CEO job mobility based on CEO-firm match, part of the CEO-firm specific effects
on wage realizations are attributed to the CEO.

82Petrin & Sivadasan (2013).
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where qjt represents deflated log of sales for firm j in year t, Xjt stands for one of the
five input variables83. As in the OLS specification, I use the same with firm×year fixed
effects.

In Table 10, I present the results of both specifications. The Wooldridge (2009) and
translog methods generate similar predictions regarding the role of CEO quality in
firm productivity. OLS performs a relatively worse in estimating input elasticities.

6 CEO-Firm Complementarities

After establishing the important role of the CEO in firm productivity and observing
CEO endogenous mobility, the question now turns to the role of CEO-firm comple-
mentarities in explaining part of the productivity differentials that are generally at-
tributed to firm heterogeneity (Terviö, 2008; Gabaix & Landier, 2008; Gayle et al., 2015).
This section focuses on estimating CEO-firm complementarities by expressing them in
terms of productivity differentials for the whole economy.

There are two key challenges in the estimation of a two-sided heterogeneity model
in the presence of complementarities in the context of these data. First, CEO job mo-
bility shows signs of endogeneity; that is, the CEO appears to change jobs according
to, besides CEO and firm types, the CEO-firm match-specific wage realizations, either
past or expected in the future. This directly affects the measuring of complementar-
ities. Second, accounting for complementarities demands a more flexible and parsi-
monious model than the fixed effects setting and for the existence of enough CEO
movements across firms that allows for separate identification of CEO and firm effects
and unrestricted interaction between the two84. Both these challenges are addressed in
the finite mixture model developed by Bonhomme et al. (2017b) (BLM for short). The
novelty in this section is that I apply their model to a setting of revenue productivity
estimation based on CEO-firm matches. I use a dynamic model that includes a one-
period Markov process for job mobility, revenue path dependence and allows for an
unrestricted form of complementarity between the firm and CEO85. Their framework
enhances parsimony in comparison to the fixed effects model, by consistently estimat-
ing a small number discrete firm classes through a dimension reduction technique via
kmeans clustering.

I use this approach to estimate latent CEO types and firm classes, CEO-type com-
positions of each firm class and mobility probabilities between firm classes. These
parameters allow me to characterize firm productivity distribution by CEO, firm and
match heterogeneity and also permits resorting to counterfactual experiments. I run
such counterfactual experiment to establish the effect in firm productivity when match
complementarities are artificially broken by randomly reassigning CEOs to firms.

83Labor, capital, materials, services and CEO quality.
84Introducing a new parameter in a fixed effects regression is not an advisable option, since the in-

cidental parameter bias discussed in section 4.4 would be further exacerbated in this setting given the
(even more) limited amount of observations of each CEO-firm match.

85Rather than fixed parameters, probabilities are estimated.
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6.1 Dynamic Model Assumptions

In this section, I depart from the additively separable model tested in section 4. In so
doing, I take into account the empirical findings in that section to propose a frame-
work in which CEO-firm matches are non-separable within the firm production func-
tion. Figures 4 and 5 portray the change in paradigm in this section regarding firm
production function.

I use an adapted version of the framework proposed by Bonhomme et al. (2017b)
(henceforth, BLM). Consider an economy with N CEOs and J firms; jit is the identifier
of the firm j where CEO i works at time t. Job mobility is denoted by the identifier
mit, which is equal to 1 if the CEO switches firms from time t to time t+1 and 0 other-
wise. Firm heterogeneity, instead of the fixed effects format as before, is now charac-
terized by firm class k. The support of firm class is discrete and finite, kit = k(jit) and
kit ∈ {1, ...K}. CEO heterogeneity is also discrete and finite: αi represents the latent
type of the CEO which will be represented as a random effect. There is a stream of
firm revenue realizations, Yjt from t = (0, ..., T ) and a stream of inputs represented by
a vectorXjt.

I focus on a dynamic model86 in which both job mobility and employee’s earnings
exhibit a specific type of serial correlation. The dynamic model has 4 periods. The
CEO moves from firm k to k’ between t=2 and t=3. The employee stays in the same k
firm class between t=1 and t=2, and then again in firm class k’ between t=3 and t=4.
The timing of the model is illustrated in Figure 6.

Assumptions (dynamic model)

1. Job mobility depends on CEO type α and firm class k and k’, but also on match
specific revenue realizations wi2. However, it cannot depend on wi1.

2. Revenues Yj,t+1 depend on the former period revenues realization, Yjt but not on
Yj,t−1.

The assumption detailed above87 represents two first-order Markov conditions on job
mobility and wages. To illustrate the dynamic model in an interactive setting that is
comparable with the model used in section 4, consider:

yjt = ρtyj,t−1 + a1t(ki,t−1) + a2t(kit) + bt(kit)αi +Xjtct + εjt (16)

where ρt is the persistence parameter on one-period revenues resulting from the Markov
process assumption, bt(kit) is the complementarity between CEO and firm. Although
equation (16) is not estimated in this chapter, it illustrates the linear equivalent of the
non-parametric framework.

I assume the revenue productivity process observed in the economy is described
by a Gaussian mixture model. As a result of the dynamic model assumptions, we get

86BLM discuss a static and a dynamic version of the model. Given that the static model is equivalent
to the fixed effects approach used in section 4 in terms of its assumptions, I focus on BLM’s dynamic
model as it provides a relaxation of the assumptions of no endogeneity in mobility.

87A formal representation of these assumptions is included in Appendix D.
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following the bivariate cumulative distribution function of log-revenues88 for periods
1 and 4 (Y i1 and Y i4), when the CEO moves from firm k to k’ between periods 2 and 3:

Pr[Yi1 ≤ y1, Yi4 ≤ y4|Yi2 = y2, Yi3 = y3, ki1 = ki2 = k, ki3 = ki4 = k′,mi1 = mi3 = 0,mi2 = 1]

=

∫
α

Gy2,k,α(y1)Gy3,k′,α(y4)py2y3,kk′(α)dα

(17)

where α is the set of (finite) parameters that account for L CEO types. Y i1 is the rev-
enue realization for CEO i in firm k in period 1, which is independent from the revenue
realization in Y i3 and Y i4, as well as future mobility, conditional on Y i2 and k. Simi-
larly, Y i4 is independent from past mobility and revenue realizations, conditional on
Y i3 and k′.

Equation (17) is made up of three terms. First, Gy2,k,α(y1) is the cumulative distri-
bution function of log-revenues in period 1, in firm class k, for CEO of type α who
does not change firm between periods 1 and 2 and realizes y2 in period 2. Second,
Gy3,k′,α(y4) represents the cumulative distribution function of log-revenues in period
4, in firm class k′, for CEO of type α who does not switch firms between periods 3 and
4 and realizes y4 in period 4. Finally, py2y3,kk′(α) is the probability distribution of CEO
types who move from k to k’ between periods 2 and 389.

Under suitable identification conditions90 and for known k and k′91, equation (17)
allows for the consistent estimation of two sets of parameters, CEO types α and job
transition probabilities pkk′(α), from the population of CEOs who move from (k, y2) to
(k′, y3).

To characterize the cross-period revenue distribution, the only missing set of pa-
rameters is the initial distribution of types. The proportion qk(α) of each type αl in the
first period can be estimated through equation (18):

Pr[Yi1 ≤ y1, Yi2 ≤ y2|ki1 = ki2 = k,mi1 = 0] =

∫
α

Gy2,k,α(y1)Fk,α(y2)qk(α)dα (18)

whereGy2,k,α(y1) is the cumulative distribution function of log-revenues in period 1, in
firm class k, for CEO of type α who does not change firm between periods 1 and 2 and
realizes log-revenues y2 in period 2, Fk,α(y2) is the cumulative distribution function of
log-revenues in period 2, for firm k and CEO α and qk(α) is the probability distribution
of αl for CEOs working in firm class k92.

Note that equation (18) is identified by both CEO job movers and stayers between
periods 2 and 3. That is, the estimation of initial CEO type proportions within each
firm class k is independent from CEO mobility in later periods.

88I use deflated log of firm revenues.
89Note that this implies that py2y3,kk′(αl) is the probability that CEO type is αl when we observe

revenue realizations of y2 in period 2, y3 in period 3 and mobility from k to k′ between those two
periods.

90I discuss identification in section 7.
91Section 7.1 explains how k is estimated.
92In other words, qk(α) is the proportion of each CEO type within each firm class at the start of the 4

period dynamic model.
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7 Identification

Identification in this model relies, as in Bonhomme et al. (2017b), on job mobility. They
show that the key condition for identification of the model described in 6.1 is to fully
exploit revenue information before and after a job move. That is, comparing differ-
ences in log-revenues between two different types of CEOs that move from k to k′ is
informative about the effects of CEO heterogeneity in the two firm classes.

In a dynamic setting with CEO-firm complementarities, graph connectedness as
described in section 4 is a necessary but not sufficient condition to ensure identifi-
cation. Similarly to the previous chapter, we need the sample used for estimating
equations (17) and (18) to belong to a connected set of firm classes k linked together
by CEOs’ job switches across k. Further, we also need an extra condition of suffi-
cient variation in the latent types of CEO switchers between different firm classes93. In
other words, we need every firm class k to contain CEO job switchers of all types. As
mentioned in section 6.1, equation (17) is identified from the group of CEO movers,
whereas equation (18) is identified using both movers and stayers.

Identification follows the same steps as the estimation. First, a dimension reduc-
tion kmeans algorithm is used to classify firms into a finite number of clusters accord-
ing to firm distribution of log of revenues. A formal discussion of identification of
grouped fixed effects is presented in Bonhomme & Manresa (2015). Second, in the dy-
namic model, 4 periods are needed for identification, in which only one movement is
contemplated (between t=2 and t=3). Maximum likelihood estimation is used to es-
timate density of log of revenues distribution, latent CEO types αi with i = {1, ..., L}
and transition probabilities py2y3kk′(α) for job movers. After having estimated those
parameters, job stayers and movers are used to estimate the type proportions within
each firm class, qk(α). Identification of this model is fully discussed in Bonhomme et
al. (2017a) and Bonhomme et al. (2017b).

7.1 Classification

Throughout this model, unobserved firm heterogeneity is assumed to have a finite
support. Grouping firm heterogeneity into clusters can be accomplished through a
machine learning classification problem. BLM propose clustering the J firms in the
sample into classes of log earnings distribution by solving the a weighted kmeans94. I

93In particular, complementarities would not be allowed if there were random assignment of CEOs
to firms.

94The kmeans algorithm belongs to a class of unsupervised learning algorithms. Unsupervised learn-
ing is indicated when the econometrician does not have prior knowledge on which classes to attribute
each observation. Unsupervised learning poses the added challenge of estimation the number of points
in the support, or number of clusters. There is a large literature attempting the complicated task of
estimating the number K. I abstract from this estimation and, as BLM, assume this number is known.
I use the Euclidean distance k-means algorithm as there is evidence that it performs best (Singh et al.,
2013).
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adapt this problem to the setting of firm revenues:

min
k(1),...,k(J);H1,...,Hk

J∑
j=1

nj

∫
( ˆFj(y)−Hk(j)(y))2 (19)

where nj is the number of CEO95 in firm j, F̂j(y) is the empirical cdf of log of revenues
for firm j and Hk(j)(y) is the cdf of log of revenues of each partition k. The minimiza-
tion problem is carried out with respect to all possible partitions of the firm data into K
classes. I keep classes fixed across the 4 estimation periods. For the kmeans algorithm, I
use all observations for each CEO-firm pair to establish the class of the firm, regardless
of time period. The kmeans algorithm procedure is explained in Appendix D.

Table 11 presents the descriptive statistics at the firm class level. As in BLM, I use
K=10, although in robustness checks I expand the number of clusters to 15 and 20. No-
tice that average salary and average gross revenue are increasing in firm class. Other
firm-level observables, such as size and sector composition, also display significant
differences across firm classes.

7.2 Estimation and Results

In the first stage of the estimation, I reduced firm heterogeneity dimensionality to 10
comparable firm classes. This step allows for a consistent estimation of latent firm het-
erogeneity while ensuring a higher mobility rate of employees across firm types that
will be essential for identification in the second stage.

While BLM develop estimations for both the linear and finite mixture models, I
restrict attention to the latter. This model provides a non-parametric approach to the
maximum likelihood construction thus generalizing the approach to a wide array of
specifications. A finite mixture model is a convex combination of finite number prob-
ability distributions, used for representing the presence of subpopulations within an
overall population. In the context of this model, a finite mixture represents a probabil-
ity distribution of an CEO belonging to any of the L latent types.

Given the assumptions described in section 6.1, I estimate densities of log-revenues
and transition probabilities using job movers only using the following log-likelihood
function:

Nm∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

K∑
k′=1

1{k̂i2 = k}1{k̂i3 = k} × ln(
L∑
α=1

pkk′(α)f fy2,kα(Yi1)f
m
kk′α(Yi2, Yi3)f

f
y3,k′α

(Yi4))

(20)

The log-likelihood derives from the Markov process assumptions. Regarding f f and
f b, we know that Yi4 is independent of past mobility and firm classes conditional on
log-revenues96 Yi3, ki4 = ki3 = k′,mi3 = 0. Yi1 is independent of future mobility and

95I stack CEO-firm spells on top of one another so that time period t = 0 is the event year for all
changes; time dimension is taken out by detrending revenues.

96For the purposes of the estimation in this chapter, I use log-revenues net of input expenditure (cap-
ital, labor and intermediate goods).
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firm classes conditional on Yi2, ki1 = ki2 = k,mi1 = 0. As for fm, we know that firm
revenues for job movers depend on the first lag of log of revenues, therefore the den-
sities for movers are bivariate.

There are two objects of interest to extract from equation (20): the latent CEO types
and the transition probabilities of each CEO type, from each k to k′ trajectory. These
two objects of interest shape the parameters (means and covariances) of the distribu-
tions pkk′(α), f fy2,kα(Yi1), fmkk′α(Yi2, Yi3) and f fy3,k′α(Yi4). In keeping with the dynamic
model described in section 6, I assume that each CEO latent type is a Gaussian gen-
erative model, i.e. belongs to a different Gaussian distribution, but the parameters
(means and covariances) of the Gaussians are unknown.

I estimate this equation using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Demp-
ster et al., 1977) to estimate. The EM-algorithm is an iterative methodology that allows
for the alternative guessing-optimizing between the two sets of parameters. I assume
a set number of Gaussians L, which in the context of my dynamic model is equivalent
to saying that the finite support of CEO latent types L is known. With this information,
I start by placing L number of Gaussians around random means and variances. This
will be the starting point for the iterative algorithm. Two steps are then necessary to
estimate the EM-algorithm. First, for each observation yi, the EM computes the prob-
ability of it belonging to either of the randomly placed Gaussians. In mathematical
terms, that amounts to computing Pr[l|yi] using the Bayes’ rule for each i. The result
for step 1 is that there will be a probability mass point for each CEO type l of belonging
to that specific Gaussian distribution. Second, the EM-algorithm readjusts the position
(means and covariances) of the Gaussian distributions to maximize the likelihood of
the probabilities observed in the former step. I repeat these steps until the algorithm
converges.

Estimation of equation (20) recovers log-revenues densities for each CEO type α.
Moreover, I can pin down the transition probabilities between k and k’. These two sets
of parameters allow me to characterize the revenues distribution at each period and
the CEO-type distribution of k to k’ for job movers. Figure 7 displays the revenue tra-
jectories of the CEO-firm pair for each of the CEO latent types. Each line of the graph
represents a different CEO latent type. The x-axis represents the 10 firm classes com-
puted in the previous step and the y-axis has log-revenues (net of capital, labor and
intermediate input expenditure). If the match-complementarities were not relevant
for revenue productivity, we should observe somewhat flat lines for each CEO-type
across the different matches. However, there are distinct peeks and dips, indicating an
important role for match-complementarities.

The missing parameters to get a full picture of revenues dynamics are the type
distributions for job stayers at the origin; that is, before the job move is realized (t=2):

K∑
k=1

K∑
k′=1

1{k̂i2 = k} × ln(
L∑
α=1

qk(α)f fy2,kα(Yi1)f
s
kk′α(Yi2, Yi3)f

f
y3,k′α

(Yi4)) (21)

Both equations (20) and (21) are single-agent correlated random-effects log-likelihood
functions. Though identification of k and α is non-parametric in this model, estimation
of densities needs a distributional assumption.

Results of the estimation of equation (21) can be viewed in Figure 8. In this figure
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we can observe the initial distribution of each CEO latent type (y-axis) within each
firm class k (x-axis).

7.3 Counterfactual Exercises

As explained in section 1, I chose not parameterize the model on the CEO-firm match
value. Instead, I use the CEO’s mobility to infer the underlying value of the match,
therefore not imposing a match rule. Given the absence of empirical evidence in the
literature on this topic, this chapter aims to be a first approach to the measurement of
the CEO-firm match value. Therefore, avoiding to impose a matching criterion seems
more fitting.

After having estimated the underlying parameters of the revenue distribution in
the previous section, the last step is a quantitative measurement of the value of the
CEO-firm match in log-revenues. The estimation of equations (19), (20) and (21) yields
the structural parameters of the dynamic model described in section 6.1: k, α, pkk′(α).
Is is then possible to execute some counterfactual exercises.

I run a counterfactual exercise to explore the role of complementarities in firm pro-
ductivity. First, I randomly reassign CEOs to firms. I then simulate the distribution of
firm production assuming that the log-revenues distribution conditional on CEO type
and firm class are not affected by the reassignment97. Note that, if CEO and firm alloca-
tion is random, then the term bt(kit)αi in equation (16) is zero (no complementarities).
In essence, CEO and firm random assignment is an artificial way to set complemen-
tarities to zero and therefore evaluate the role of complementarities by computing the
difference in mean productivity and other moments:

E[Yi]− Ecf [Yi] = E[b(ki)αi] = cov(b(ki), E[α|ki]) (22)

where Ecf [Yi] stands for the expected log-revenues in the counterfactual environment.
If complementarities b(ki) are correlated with the type distribution with firm classes,
equation (20) is positive and therefore there is a relationship between CEO type and
complementarities that will not be negligible in the data simulations.

The expected change in average productivity is -2%; that is, on average, comple-
mentarities increase productivity in about 2%. However, the difference in the top 10th
percentile of the distribution (90th percentile) suffers a larger change in productivity
on account of artificially eliminating the complementarities: around 3% of productiv-
ity is attributable to CEO-firm complementarities. Results can be found in Table 12.

7.4 Discussion

I use Bonhomme et al. (2017a,b) framework to analyze CEO-firm complementarities in
firm production98. I find the BLM model presents a very innovative approach for the

97This counterfactual exercise abstracts from equilibrium conditions.
98Other important models, such as Arellano & Bond (1991) provide a generalization of the reduced-

form approach to include path dependence in wages. The more recent Hagedorn et al. (2017) or Abowd
et al. (2017) use structural (former) or bayesian (latter) approaches to explain CEO-firm match comple-
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estimation of two-sided heterogeneity models and offers significant advantages in my
data setting. First, it is a flexible model as it allows for a non-parametric estimation of
heterogeneity types as well as unrestricted complementarities between CEO and firm.
Second, it provides an easily generalizable model to a variety of settings. Third, it
fits the matched employer-employee/CEO setting very well and is thus replicable in
other matched panels, which are becoming increasingly available to econometricians.
Fourth, it takes advantage of the whole information on revenue realizations and CEO
mobility without the need to rely on large panel data sets.

This model has some limitations. While a purely fixed effects model is not parsimo-
nious and opens estimation to a number of challenges, not least incidental parameter
bias, the use of random effects introduces a potential error of specification by impos-
ing restrictions on heterogeneity. In the case of this model, random effects leaves way
for unrestricted CEO-firm complementarities, but restricts heterogeneity to a small fi-
nite support. This may On a related issue, the number of points in the support of both
firm and CEO heterogeneity is a difficult issue that has received much attention in the
literature (Kasahara & Shimotsu, 2014), but for which there is no consensus of easy
solution. Finally, while the clustering algorithm allows for an ingenious treatment of
heterogeneity through dimension reduction, it relies on a potentially strong assump-
tion that one can perfectly separate firm observations. Rather, one can think that it
is plausible that firm heterogeneity classes are more fluid and behave as probabilistic
distributions over types, as assumed for the CEOs.

Overall, I believe this model has significant traction in the data setting at hand and
points to plausible conclusions regarding CEO-firm complementarities in production,
maintaining a fair amount of degrees of freedom in the model specification and par-
simony. The two-step approach significantly reduces computation burden while pro-
viding consistent estimates for CEO and firm heterogeneity.

8 Conclusions

In this paper I present evidence that CEO heterogeneity type, or “quality”, is impor-
tant both for the overall determination of variation in firm productivity across firms
and for the within firm type productivity variation, given by the CEO-firm comple-
mentarity in production. A one standard deviation increase in manager ability results
in an average 5% in the firm’s gross revenue productivity. The relevance of quality of
CEOs goes beyond the observable human capital, but is connected to the variables that
contribute to human capital, such as schooling and labor market experience. Along-
side, higher quality CEOs are more likely to invest in innovation and less likely to
work in a family firm. Finally, I show evidence that match-specific complementarities
are significant in determining CEO job-to-job mobility and firm productivity. In fact, a
counterfactual experiment estimates that complementarities explain between 2% and
3% of productivity differentials. Strikingly, this amounts to about half of the impact of
the CEO on firm productivity.

These findings add meaningful implications both to the literature in organizational,

mentarities and sorting. Further discussion on the connection between reduced-form and structural
approaches in the context of two-sided heterogeneity models can be found in Appendix D.
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personnel economics and corporate governace literature. First, the results point to a
sizeable magnitude for the role of the CEO in firm productivity. This role presents
heterogeneity along firm and CEO characteristics. Second, these findings suggest that
not addressing CEO-firm match complementarities may hide the full picture the im-
pact of an individual CEO ability in firm performance. This means that improving
establishment productivity must take into account the role of the CEO and the ob-
servable variables that are connected CEO quality, but it is key to aim for the right of
CEO-firm complementarity.

Better knowledge of the impact of CEO quality for firm performance has important
policy implications. First, the findings in this paper suggest that firms stand to gain
from setting out clear profile guidelines when recruiting top-managers that prioritize
the fostering of match complementarities between the CEO and the firm99. Second,
my findings can potentially contribute to shed more light on the debate regarding the
size and recent increase in wage inequality100 and the size and increase in CEO pay101.
It seems that, while there is ample evidence in the literature that the rise in firm size
has contributed disproportionately for the rise in CEO wages, I find evidence that a
non-negligible part firm revenue productivity can be attributed to the complementar-
ities between the CEO and the firm.

Importantly, the findings of this paper set important avenues for future research.
The evidence regarding the importance of CEO-firm complementarities motivates fur-
ther research as to what these complementarities entail and the mechanisms behind
the formation of the match. In particular, a natural extension of the framework pre-
sented in this chapter is to extend the strategic behavior to the realm of the firm. That
is, rather than have CEOs choice be the only driver, allow for firms to also be forward
looking and choose different CEO types depending on their own timing. Another
relevant topic that would require further research is the degree of diffusion of CEOs
knowledge, experience or ability after they move to another firm.

99An example could be including, as part of the recruitment requirements, explicit soft skill analysis
of complementarity between the managerial style and abilities and the firm managerial policies. In fact,
one can observe this a tend in recent years, in particular for very large firms, such as Google, Amazon
or the like. The results in this paper suggest that smaller firms also stand to benefit from this practice.

100See Card et al. (2013); Song et al. (2015).
101See Murphy & Zabojnik (2004); Gabaix & Landier (2008); Terviö (2008); Frydman & Saks (2010).
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Figure 1: Labor Market Participation Rates, OECD.

Notes: Figure 1 displays the Labor Force Participation (LFP) rates in OECD countries in 2016. The OECD average is presented in
black and the Portuguese LFP rate is displayed in navy blue. Portuguese data point is comparable to the EU average and similar
to the US participation rate.
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Figure 2: Event Studies. Employee and CEO Job Transitions.

Notes: Figure 2 depicts the average log wages earned before and after a job transition. Panel A illustrates the event study graph
for employees switching firms. Panel B depicts CEOs switching firms. Both graphs are plotted under the same procedure. Time
t=0 represents an event; the time corresponding to the first period after an employee (CEO) changes firms. The x-axis represents
time periods in relation to the event date. For all events, the firm at which the employee (CEO) works before and after the event is
classified into quartiles of coworker wage distributions. As an example, the green solid line represents the average residualized
log-earnings of employees (CEO) who move from a firm that belongs to the upper quartile of the coworker earnings distribution
to another firm that belongs to the same quartile. When switching to consecutive quartiles, for instance, form 3 to 4 or 1 to 2, the
estimated gain/loss of symmetric movements should also be symmetric (on average) in the absence of significantly match-driven
mobility (mobility motivated by specific match wage realizations), as argued by Card et al. (2013).
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Figure 3: Correlations of CEO Quality with Observables.

Notes: Figure 3 exhibits two panels. Panel A presents the bivariate regression coefficient of estimated CEO fixed effects, estimated
from the regression yit = αi + ψj(i,t) +Xitβ + εit, on each of the presented variables. Coefficients are standardized and 95%
confidence intervals are displayed in red. Panel B shows the result of a Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO)
regularization procedure applied over a regression of α̂i on all covariates presented in the y-axis of Panel A. The LASSO procedure
implements a penalty λ for extra covariates in the traditional OLS minimization problem: minβ

∑
i(yi − Xiβ)2 + λ|β|. This

results may be that optimal coefficient for some covariates to be zero. The result includes the selection of covariates to include in
the model as regularization penalty that minimizes the mean squared error in K-fold cross-validation. Tibshirani (1996) introduces
the LASSO method and discuses its properties.
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Figure 4: CEO and Firm. Additive Separability.

Notes: Figure 4 illustrates the framework for CEO and firm interactions used in the fixed effects literature and in chapter ?? of this
thesis. In this framework, CEO ability and firm productivity are assumed to be additively separable. Consider a simplified model
with two time periods, two firms and two CEOs. This framework would imply that, ceteris paribus, whenever a CEO switches
firms, whatever happens to the firm’s outcomes can be attributed to the change in CEO.

Figure 5: CEO and Firm. Match Complementarities.

Notes: Figure 5 illustrates a new framework for CEO and firm interactions. In the model I explore in section 6, I propose that CEO
and firm are not fully separable, but rather a joint production function with a surplus for suitable CEO-firm matches.
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Figure 6: CEO and Firm. Dynamic Model Timeline.

Notes: Figure 6 shows the timeline of the dynamic model described in section 6. k and k′ stand for two different firm discrete
heterogeneity classes.
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Figure 7: CEO Latent Type. Trajectories across Firm Classes.

Notes: Figure 7 displays the log-revenue trajectories of the CEO-firm pair for each of the CEO latent types across different firm
classes. Each line of the graph represents a different CEO latent type. The x-axis represents the 10 firm classes computed using
the kmeans algorithm and the y-axis has firm log-revenues net of capital, labor and intermediate input expenditure.
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Figure 8: CEO Latent Type. Initial Distribution for each Firm Class.

Notes: Figure 8 displays the probability distribution, for each firm class k, of the L = 5 different CEO latent types.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics. CEO and Employees.

CEO Employees
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mean St. Dev. Obs. Mean St. Dev. Obs.

Demographics
Female (=1) 30.57% 0.46 2,976,326 44.44% 0.48 12,553,863
Age 42.50 11.68 2,976,326 46.78 12.24 12,553,863
Below 30 y.o. (=1) 18.23% 0.38 2,976,326 18.65% 0.39 12,553,863
Between 30 and 50 y.o(=1) 50.99% 0.51 2,976,326 39.03% 0.49 12,553,863
Above 50 y.o. (=1) 30.78% 0.46 2,976,326 42.31% 0.49 12,553,863

Education
Bachelors degree (=1) 29.78% 0.398 2,976,326 9.51% 0.27 12,553,863
Masters degree (=1) 3.04% 0.101 2,976,326 0.27% 0.05 12,553,863

Tenure, Wages and Job Mobility
Tenure position 6.17 6.22 2,465,925 5.98 7.79 10,665,774
Log-wages 10.24 0.67 2,180,803 7.58 0.59 7,829,870
Job Mobility 2.15 1.58 2,976,326 3.45 1.49 12,553,863

Notes: Table 1 reports summary statistics for two samples. The first three columns correspond to the sample of CEOs (or head
managers) of all firms in the Quadros de Pessoal data set, detailed in section 3.1. The last three columns correspond to the full
sample of non-CEO employees, either those who never make it to CEO/head manager or those in the years before becoming a
CEO. I present data on demographics, education, salaries and tenure. A detailed account of the construction of each variable can
be found in B.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics. Largest Connected Set.

CEO Employees
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mean St. Dev. Obs. Mean St. Dev. Obs.

Demographics
Female (=1) 25.57% 0.43 402,726 42.47% 0.49 12,302,786
Age 40.33 6.50 402,726 32.29 7.53 12,302,786
Below 30 y.o. (=1) 38.43% 0.38 402,726 23.41% 0.34 12,302,786
Between 30 and 50 y.o(=1) 40.79% 0.51 402,726 56.60% 0.49 12,302,786
Above 50 y.o. (=1) 20.78% 0.46 402,726 20.20% 0.50 12,302,786

Education
Bachelors degree (=1) 33.78% 0.398 402,726 10.01% 0.27 12,302,786
Masters degree (=1) 7.69% 0.101 402,726 0.51% 0.50 12,302,786

Tenure, Wages and Job Mobility
Tenure position 5.18 4.55 246,407 5.06 4.81 10,402,459
Log-wages 11.56 0.67 270,884 8.01 0.59 7,673,272
Job Mobility 2.49 1.84 402,726 3.52 1.54 12,302,786

Notes: Table 2 reports the same summary statistics as in Table 1 for two samples. The first three columns correspond to the largest
connected set of the samples considered in Table 1. Section 4.2 contains an explanation of the largest connected set. A detailed
account of the construction of each variable can be found in B.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics. Job to Job Transitions.

General Managers Operational Managers Other High-level Mid-level
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
# % # % # % # % # %

General Manager 23,981 60.60% 384 1.6% 5,310 2.60% 10,304 0.5%
Operational Manager 482 1.2% 16,601 70.10% 787 0.4% 6,020 0.3%
Other High-level Managers 6,483 16.4% 1,664 7.00% 172,246 83.00% 57,534 3%
Mid-level Managers 8,653 21.9% 5,018 21.20% 29,064 14.00% 1,826,488 96,10%

Notes: Table 3 reports the number of job-to-job transitions at every managerial level across positions in the employee-firm matched
panel data set Quadros de Pessoal, detailed in section 3.1. Each cell reports the number of transitions from the row position to the
column position. All transitions are across firms. A transition is identified when an employee changes firm from one survey
period to the next.
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Table 4: Descriptive Statistics - Firm.

Firm Largest Connected Set
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

Demographics
Lisbon (=1) 28.90% 0.453 29.70% 0.457
Porto (=1) 21.96% 0.414 24.09% 0.428
Manufacturing (=1) 36.64% 0.482 44.15% 0.496
Construction Sector (=1) 14.38% 0.351 13.16% 0.338
Services (=1) 48.98% 0.500 42.68 % 0.495

Financials
Log-sales 13.69 2.421 15.75 2.407
Value-Added/Worker 105,897.58 1,049,176.33 135,139.12 832,781.62
Firm size (# employees) 157.36 915.26 158.92 1,015.75

Notes: Table 4 presents summary statistics for two samples. The first two columns correspond to the sample of the firms contained
in the data set IES, detailed in section 3.2. The last two columns correspond to the largest connected set of the analysis sample
in columns (1) and (2). Section 4.2 contains an explanation of the largest connected set. A detailed account of the construction of
each variable can be found in B.
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Table 5: Variance Decomposition. Wage Variation on Worker and Firm Heterogeneity.

1986-2013 2005-2013
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Var Share Var Share

Log-wages 0.397 100.00% 0.524 100.00%
Employee FE 0.241 60.48% 0.289 55.19%
Firm FE 0.079 20.08% 0.135 25.91%

Notes: Table 5 displays the results of a variance decomposition exercise conducted as per equation 12. The majority -between 55
and 60%- of the wage variation is explained by employee unobserved heterogeneity, while firm heterogeneity represents between
20 and 26% of the variation in wages. Note that firm heterogeneity has gained weight in the latest years.

Table 6: Variance Decomposition. Finite Sample Bias Adjusted.

1986-2013 2005-2013
(1) (2)

Log-wages 100.00% 100%
Employee FE 53.10% 51.19%
Firm FE 18.68% 18.91%

Notes: Table 6 displays the results of a variance decomposition exercise corrected with the use of a variance shrinkage method,
detailed in Appendix C. This method uses bootstrapping of standard errors in order to estimate sampling error associated to
finite sample panel data sets.
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Table 7: Production Function Estimates. Main Specification with CEO Quality.

Manufacturing Sector Services Sector
Elasticities Overidentification Elasticities Overidentification

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sum 1.01 0.00*** 0.98 0.00***
CEO Proxy 0.049

(0.005)
*** - 0.046

(0.003)
*** -

Employees 0.21
(0.010)

*** - 0.22
(0.005)

*** -

Capital 0.10
(0.011)

*** - 0.06
(0.005)

*** -

Materials 0.35
(0.008)

*** - 0.33
(0.007)

*** -

Services 0.36
(0.005)

*** - 0.32
(0.003)

*** -

# Observations 1,220,771 1,660,193

Standard errors in parentheses.
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** (p¡0.001.

Notes: Table 7 presents the results of the production function estimations as in Wooldridge (2009). Materials and services are used
as instruments for firm TFP and variable inputs. State variables are CEO quality, labor and capital stock. Results are presented
both for the manufacturing and services sector. Columns 3 and 6 present the Sargan-Hansen overidentification test p-values.
More details on the production function estimations can be found in section 4.5.
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Table 8: Placebo Production Function Estimates. Random Employee.

Manufacturing Sector Services Sector
Elasticities Overidentification Elasticities Overidentification

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sum 1.02 0.00 1.01 0.00
Random Employee 0.00

(0.007)
*** - 0.00

(0.004)
*** -

Employees 0.24
(0.013)

*** - 0.26
(0.005)

*** -

Capital 0.05
(0.012)

*** - 0.05
(0.014)

*** -

Materials 0.37
(0.025)

*** - 0.37
(0.022)

*** -

Services 0.36
(0.006)

*** - 0.33
(0.004)

*** -

Standard errors in parentheses.
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Notes: Table 8 presents the results of the production function estimations as in Wooldridge (2009). Materials and services are
used as instruments for firm TFP and variable inputs. State variables are the random employee estimated quality, labor and
capital stock. Results are presented both for the manufacturing and services sector. Columns 3 and 6 present the Sargan-Hansen
overidentification test p-values. Further explanation of this alternative specification is offered in 5.1.
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Table 9: Placebo Production Function Estimates. CEO Full Labor Market Trajectory.

Manufacturing Sector Services Sector
Elasticities Overidentification Elasticities Overidentification

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sum 0.99 0.00 1.03 0.00
CEO FE 0.09

(0.007)
*** - 0.10

(0.006)
*** -

Employees 0.16
(0.018)

*** - 0.18
(0.011)

*** -

Capital 0.06
(0.013)

*** - 0.05
(0.005)

*** -

Materials 0.36
(0.028)

*** - 0.33
(0.023)

*** -

Services 0.32
(0.006)

*** - 0.37
(0.004)

*** -

Standard errors in parentheses.
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Notes: Table 9 presents the results of the production function estimations as in Wooldridge (2009). Materials and services are
used as instruments for firm TFP and variable inputs. State variables are the CEO estimated quality using the whole labor
market tenure (including the CEO years) of each CEO, labor and capital stock. Results are presented both for the manufacturing
and services sector. Columns 3 and 6 present the Sargan-Hansen overidentification test p-values. Further explanation of this
alternative specification is offered in 5.1.
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Table 10: Alternative Production Function Specifications.

Manufacturing Sector Services Sector
OLS FE Translog OLS FE Translog

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Overidentification P-value 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00***
CEO Proxy 0.02

(0.011)
*** 0.05

(0.009)
*** 0.03

(0.007)
*** 0.04

(0.005)
***

Standard errors in parentheses.
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Notes: Table 10 presents the results of the production function estimations as in Wooldridge (2009). Materials and services are
used as instruments for firm TFP and variable inputs. State variables are the random employee estimated quality, labor and
capital stock. Results are presented both for the manufacturing and services sector.
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Table 11: Descriptive Statistics. Firm Class Analysis Results.

Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 All
Avg. Age 30.97 43.88 44.20 44.25 44.21 42.79 44.06 43.68 43.30 43.10 44.09
Avg. Tenure 7.02 6.28 7.32 7.51 7.27 5.21 6.85 6.47 6.47 5.96 7.13
Avg. Salary (eur) 918.87 1,006.02 1,044.28 1,212.20 1,398.17 1,515.50 1,693.19 2,002.25 2,068.67 2,320.53 1,365.27
% BA 10.88% 14.47% 10.68% 12.19% 14.79% 22.14% 19.06% 20.99% 24.73% 27.70% 24.65%
% MA 0.71% 0.96% 0.78% 0.86% 1.00% 1.90% 1.34% 1.41% 1.92% 1.98% 1.05%
Avg. Revenues 376k 390k 546k 1,028k 1,187k 1,326k 2,301k 3,585k 5,406k 16,420k 1,531k
# Employees 84,213 28,897 156,017 199,917 182,429 4,575 128,530 68,344 28,670 6,524 888,116
% Manufacturing 20.87% 19.93% 23.16% 21.52% 17.09% 19.23% 15.26% 13.15% 30.12% 9.49% 18.77%
% Construction 20.23% 21.32% 20.47% 18.35 % 14.63% 23.04% 13.04% 14.78% 38.35% 22.07% 17.23%
% Services 58.89% 58.75% 56.37% 60.12% 68.72% 57.73% 71.69% 72.06% 44.90% 68.44% 64.01%

Notes: Table 11 presents the descriptive statistics for each estimated firm class, according to the kmeans clustering algorithm
presented in section 7.1.
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Table 12: Counterfactual Experiment. CEO-Firm Complementarities.

Firm Size Mean 75th-Percentile 90th-Percentile
Estimate 1.98% 2.12% 3.11%
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A Appendix: Proofs

A.1 CEO Quality and Firm Productivity with Random Assignment

Proof of Proposition 1:

dPYj,t
dαi

=
d(P ∗ Ajαµi Lδj,tK

1−δ−µ
j,t )

dαi
= µ > 0, QED (23)

where the last step derives from the fact that input elasticities are assumed to present
0 < µ < 1.

A.2 CEO Quality, Firm Productivity and CEO-Firm Match

Proof of Proposition 2:

dPYj,t
dθij

=
d((P ∗ Aj)θijαµi Lδj,tK

1−δ−µ
j,t )

dθij
= (P ∗ Aj)αµi Lδj,tK

1−δ−µ
j,t ) > 0, QED (24)

where the last step derives from the fact that input levels are all positive and firm’s
productivity term, Aj must also be positive.

A.3 Causal Identification

In section 4.3 I claim that consistent estimation of equation (9) via OLS implies the
following assumptions regarding the interaction of the error terms with explanatory
variables:

E[ei′ε] = 0,∀i E[f j ′ε] = 0,∀j E[xk ′ε] = 0,∀k (25)

Furthermore, given the assumptions made on the error term components, causal iden-
tification of equation (9) boils down to the verification of the assumption E[f j ′ε] =
0,∀j, because this equation is a direct result from the assumptions on the error terms.

A sufficient condition for this equation to hold is that the assignment of employees
to firms is strictly exogenous with respect to ε :

P (J(i, t) = j|ε) = P (J(i, t) = j) = Gjt(αi;ψ1, ..., ψJ)∀i, t (26)

where the employment probability functions Gjt sum up to 1 at every period for every
employee i. This does not preclude sorting among α and ψ.
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B Appendix: Data & Sample Selection

B.1 CEO Quality

In the context of this paper, CEO quality or ability is defined as the unobserved hetero-
geneity component that influences the firm’s production function. This unobserved
heterogeneity is considered a “black box” that has been studied in the management
and personnel economics literature; however, no unique definition can be conveyed
that encompasses the whole dimensionality of quality-related characteristics. Since
the goal of this paper is to present a tractable model for understanding productivity
differences by relating it to unobserved heterogeneity, I do not aim to present a defini-
tion of manager quality from a psychological perspective of skill multiplicity; rather, I
consider quality as an identity factor that the CEOs bring with them throughout their
career, before an after becoming CEOs.

B.2 Identifying General Managers or CEO

The definition of “manager” or managerial position within a firm, albeit seemingly
intuitive in the business world, is not straightforward in a scientific context. An ac-
curate definition of the manager is a key step in the analysis of their quality and/or
impact. As such, careful consideration should be granted to pinning the precise no-
tion of “manager” to be used. In this paper, I focus on the analysis of the impact of the
so-called general manager, director, or CEO, in firm performance. For conciseness, I
broadly define this highest level manager as “CEO” throughout the paper. I consider
a practical definition postulated by the ILO102. whereby I consider the code 112 (Man-
aging Directors and Chief Executives).

The data set Quadros de Pessoal contains a variable called job title103 that corresponds
to a 6-digit occupational classification system which was implemented as of 1995 (CNP
94). This occupation code divides top-managers into two classes: 12 corresponds to
medium and large sized firm Directors and 13 corresponds to small firm Directors,
where small firms are defined as having fewer than 10 workers. The class of Firm
Directors (12) is further detailed into different categories: General Managers, Opera-
tions Managers, and Other Managers104. Moreover, these data contain another impor-
tant variable for hierarchical classification, qualification105. This is a categorical variable
which takes value=1 if the employee ID belongs to the highest hierarchical class within
the firm. This variable is connected to the legal form of contract associated to the em-
ployee. Finally, the the Quadros de Pessoal data set also contains a variable entitled
professional status106, a categorical variable that takes value 1 if the observation (em-
ployee ID) is also the owner of the firm.

I identify the General Manager (or CEO) of each firm by resorting to a classification

102I consider the latest International Standard Classification of Oc-
cupations (ISCO-08) by the International Labor Organization (ILO):
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/docs/groupdefn08.pdf.

103The variable job title is called “Profissão” in the Quadros de Pessoal data set.
104Administrative, Financial and Sales Managers.
105The variable qualification is called “qualif” in the Quadros de Pessoal data set.
106The variable professional status is called “sitpro” in the Quadros de Pessoal data set.
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procedure107 in which different criteria are used at each step:

General Manager. For each firm-year pair, I use the variable job title attribute the
“CEO” label to the employee ID who is identified as General Manager. If there is a
tie108, I pick the manager with the highest salary among the ones classified as General
Manager. This step identifies a total of 12.83% of the firm-year observations.
Operational Manager. Using the same variable, job title, to identify the Operational
Manager in the absence of an identified General Manager. I attribute the “CEO” label
to the identified Operational Manager in this case. If there is a tie109, I pick the man-
ager with the highest salary among the ones classified as Operational Manager. With
this additional step, I can identify a total of 30.37% of the firm-year observations.
Other Manager. Using the same variable, job title, to identify Other Managers in the
absence of an identified General or Operational Manager. I attribute the “CEO” label
to the identified Other Manager in this case. If there is a tie110, I pick the manager with
the highest salary among the ones classified as Other Manager. With this additional
step, I can identify a total of 41.49% of the firm-year observations.
Owner. After fully exploiting the job title variable, I turn to ownership status to iden-
tify the head of the firm for the remaining firm-year pairs with unidentified General
Manager or CEO. I use the variable professional status described above and label as
“CEO” the employee ID for whom this variable takes value 1 (corresponding to the
owner). There are no unsolved ties using this criterion. With this additional step, I can
identify a total of 51.65% of the firm-year observations.
Top Hierarchical Class. I now use the variable qualification described above to identify
remaining firm-year pairs. I attribute the label “CEO” to the employee ID associated
with the highest hierarchical class within qualification (qualification=1). If there is a
tie111, I pick the manager with the highest salary among the ones classified as Op-
erational Manager. With this additional step, I can identify a total of 61.21% of the
firm-year observations.
Previous Manager. For remaining unidentified firm-year pairs, I attribute the label
CEO to an employee ID which was classified as a General Manager/CEO (according
to any of the criteria above) in the period before and is still employed at the same
firm112. There are no unsolved ties using this criterion. With this additional step, I can
identify a total of 67.17% of the firm-year observations.
Next Manager. Similarly, for remaining unidentified firm-year pairs, I attribute the
label CEO to an employee ID which was classified as a General Manager/CEO (ac-
cording to any of the criteria above) in the period after in the same firm113. There are
no unsolved ties using this criterion. With this additional step, I can identify a total of
71.26% of the firm-year observations.
Maximum Salary. Finally, for any remaining firm-year pair with unidentified CEO, I

107This classification procedure as well as sample selection is inspired by those used in Queiró (2016).
108Ties happen for 0.54% of the data.
109Ties happen for 0.59% of the data.
110Ties happen for 0.06% of the data.
111Ties happen for 3.76% of the data.
112This indicates some type of error/gap in the survey completion.
113This indicates some type of error/gap in the survey completion.
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pick the employee which displays the highest salary. There are no unsolved ties using
this criterion. With this additional step, I can identify a total of 93.09% of the firm-year
observations.

The remaining firm-year pairs with no identified General Manager/CEO pertain
to those that do not disclose personnel salaries.

B.3 Sample Selection

Quadros de Pessoal is a mandatory annual survey that contains personnel information
on any private sector firm that employs at least one individual by October of each year.
It is an anonymized database with identifiers for both firm and employee and spans
from 1982 to 2013, with two gaps (1999 and 2001), totalling 29 years. With an initial
data set composed of a total 6,140,063 firm-year pairs and 62,661,660 employee level
observations, after eliminating missing identifiers, I proceed to restrict the selection of
the final sample to be used.

First, I identify public enterprises or partially state-owned organizations, according
to two criteria. I label as public firms those whose percentage of public capital exceeds
50%. I attribute that classification to firms that are identified as public administration in
legal status variable of this data set. I discard firms who are labelled as public at any
point in time since hierarchical structures in the public sector are very different from
the private sector, with little cross-sector or within-firm mobility.

Second, and based on the step 1, I identify firms who have at least 50 of the same
employees as a firm formerly identified as public and that no longer appears in the
data. This amounts to identifying privatized firms which often times maintain their
public-style hierarchical structures.

Third, I winzorize the data on both salaries and firm revenues at the 99th percentile.
I do not use firms with less than 20 employees.

Lastly, I eliminate two classes of sectors, in line with other matched employer-
employee studies in the literature: Agriculture and Fishery, and the Banking Sector. I
therefore focus on the sectors pertaining to Manufacturing Industry, Construction and
Services.

The Informação Empresarial Simplificada (IES) is also a mandatory annual survey that re-
ports on firm-level Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss statements. It includes information
on firm’s assets and liabilities, inputs, revenues, operating and financial profits, value
added, sector, size (number of employees) and location. The survey is anonymized
and contains a firm identifier that allows for the matching with the Quadros de Pessoa
data set.

B.4 Variables and Coding

In section 4.1 I use education fully interacted with a second-degree polynomial on age
as time-varying covariates in the two-way fixed-effects model. Education is the num-
ber of completed schooling years and age calculated using the birthdates available in
the data. In cases where different education attainment is recorded for the same em-
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ployee, I take the mode of the education years reported for each employee. If there
is more than one mode, I take the lowest. The outcome variable in this regression is
monthly salary, calculated as a sum of base salary, bonuses and pay for extra hours.

In section 4.5 I use four input variables, taken from the IES data, besides the proxy
for CEO quality calculated in section 4.1, to explain firm productivity. As variable in-
puts, I use services and intermediate materials. Both variables are taken directly from
the firm’s Profit & Loss Statement and deflated to 2000 euros according to two-digit
firm sector price indices. Labor and capital are the state variables used in this section.
Labor is measured as the number of non-CEO workers employed by the firm. I mea-
sure capital as deflated book value of fixed assets.

In section 4.5 I focus on a well-defined output that is transversally applicable across
different economic sectors: deflated revenue productivity. Revenues from produc-
tion or service delivery within the private sector are a primary evidence of firm per-
formance. In fact, revenue productivity is frequently used in the Organization and
Growth literatures (Bender et al., 2016; Hsieh & Klenow, 2009, 2014). I deflate rev-
enues according to two-digit firm sector price indices.

C Appendix: Econometric Model

C.1 Largest Connected Set

In section 4.2, when constraining the data to the largest connect set of employee-firm
pairs, my samples are slightly modified in two predictable ways. One is the fact that
larger-sized firms become more represented in the largest connected set sub-sample,
both measured in operating revenue and number of employees. The other is the fact
that these firms seem to last slightly longer within the whole sample. Yet, these dif-
ferences do not present a worrisome outlook on the representativeness of the fixed-
effect analysis. The two-way fixed-effects approach relies on manager job mobility as
a source of variation. Therefore, the most important attribute of the largest connected
set is that the composition of manager characteristics does not change substantially
from that of the whole sample. This seems to be the case when comparing the descrip-
tive statistics of the two samples, detailed in Table 1 and Table 2.

C.2 Intuition Behind Endogenous Mobility: An Example

To provide intuition for the consistent estimation of individual fixed effects referred
to in section 4.3, let us consider the simple case in which there are two CEO and two
firms, producing in two time periods, t = {1, 2}. Consider Figure A.1. At t = 1, the
wage functions based on equation (7) can be evaluated as follows

yi=1,t=1 = α1 + ψ1 +X1,t=1β + ε1,t=1

yi=2,t=1 = α2 + ψ2 +X2,t=1β + ε2,t=1

(27)

where j(1, 1) = 1 and j(2, 1) = 2. At t = 2, the wage functions based on equation (9)
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can be evaluated as follows

yi=1,t=2 = α1 + ψ2 +X1,t=2β + ε1,t=2

yi=2,t=2 = α2 + ψ1 +X2,t=2β + ε2,t=2

(28)

where j(1, 2) = 2 and j(2, 2) = 1. The expected change in output for employee i =
{1, 2} from time period 1 to 2 moving from firm j to j′ is given by a difference-in-
difference analysis,

E[yi,t=2 − yi,t=1|ji,t=2 = j′, ji,t=1 = j] = ψj′ − ψj + E[εi,t=2|ji,t=2 = j′]− E[εi,t=1|ji,t=1 = j]

(29)

Taking equation (8) into account, if λi,j(i,t), ωit and υit are uncorrelated with job mo-
bility from firm 1 to 2 or vice-versa (which is the determinant of the personal fixed
effect), then E[εi,t=2|ji,t=2 = j′]− E[εi,t=1|ji,t=1 = j] can be cancelled out and the whole
expression simplifies to the difference in firm fixed effects114, ψj′ − ψj . Notice that, in
case this holds, we should observe in the data that movements from firm j to j′ should
yield employees a symmetric gain as compared to movements from j′ to j. This is
what I test for in Figure 1.

C.3 Finite Sample Issues: Variance Shrinkage

Estimating individual fixed effects in panel data sets entail an inherent challenge re-
lated to the panel structure. Each individual is observed a limited amount of instances
in the time-series and therefore, the finite sample available for each individual may
result in a generally upward incidental parameter bias115 on estimated fixed effects.

Several corrections for this type of bias have been proposed in the literature. These
corrections are often referred to as variance shrinkage procedures. In this paper, I use a
method proposed by Kane & Staiger (2008) and used in Best et al. (2017). This method
estimates sampling error via a bootstrap method and shrinks the variance of the fixed
effects by that factor.

By this method, it is assumed that the estimated sample variance of employee and
firm contains its true value (σ2

α and σ2
A) and a term that represents noise due to sam-

pling error (σ2
ξ and σ2

ν) which arises from the finite nature of the individual sample:

V ar(α̂) = σ2
α + σ2

ξ V ar(Â) = σ2
A + σ2

ν (30)

where the parameters of interest are σ2
α and σ2

A. I use a bootstrap technique to calculate
standard errors of each of the two estimated fixed effects, which yields estimates of the
sampling errors of this finite sample for both employee and firm fixed effects. Denote
them s2e and s2f . I take the expected value of these estimated sampling error terms

114In this context, firm fixed effects can be interpreted as firm-specific payment policies or incentives.
115See Andrews et al. (2008, 2012) for detailed explanations of this type of bias.
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across employees, Ee(s2e), and firms Ef (s2f ). This finally yields the following estimated
variances:

σ2
α = V ar(α̂)− Ee(s2e) σ2

A = V ar(Â)−Ef (s2f ) (31)

The results of this variance shrinkage can be found in Table 5.

C.4 Additively Separable: Sorting Tests

I test for the assumption of additive separability (log-linarity) assumed in the model
described in section 4.1 by resorting to heat map tests. I take the firm and employee
fixed effect, estimated in non-CEO years, and divide each of them into vingtiles of the
distribution. I then group each pair of vingtiles corresponding to each observation and
compute the average regression residual. I then plot the result into a color coded map.

Results can be found in Figures A.2 and A.3. No distinct pattern can be identified
in either of the figures, which means that, after controlling for separately additive firm
and employee heterogeneity, the remaining unexplained term is not driven by non-
separable interactions between the two fixed effects.

C.5 GMM Estimation of Firm Production Function

Since Marschak & Andrews (1944) first introduced the concept of simultaneity bias
in the estimation of production functions, several attempts at correcting this problem
have been suggested in the literature, the most widely used being Olley & Pakes (1996)
(OP for short) and Levinsohn & Petrin (2003) (LP for short). OP show that investment
can be used as a proxy variable for unobserved productivity by employing a two-step
estimation method. They assume that the industry produces with a Cobb-Douglas
technology and that factors underlying profitability differences among firms are neu-
tral efficiency differences. The first step is the estimation of a production function
that is linear in labour and non-parametric in g(Ajt, kjt) a function of productivity and
capital, which are considered state variables. In a second step, to identify the capital
elasticities, further assumptions need to be made. Here, the authors use Markov pro-
cess assumptions on Ajt. They regress output net of labor (variable input) on capital
and a consistent estimate of E[Ajt].

LP propose modifications to the OP approach to address the problem of lumpy in-
vestment. The authors claim that evidence of costly adjustment to capital investments
explains the fact that many firms present zero investment at certain years. This leads
to kinks in the firm investment demand function, meaning that firms or plants may
not swiftly respond to certain productivity shocks. In that case, correlation between
the regressors and the error term can remain. If it is less costly to adjust the interme-
diate input (materials) and LP argue that it may respond more readily to productivity.
They use intermediate inputs to proxy for unobserved productivity instead, maintain-
ing the two-step estimation method.

More recently, Wooldridge (2009) uses both of the former works’ proxy variables
while implementing a Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) approach, which by-
passes the two-step method and its subsequent need to bootstrap standard errors. I
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follow this approach as it is now standard in the literature. The estimated production
function takes the form:

qjt = βCEOCEOjt + βlljt + βkkjt + βmmjt + βssjt + εjt (32)

where Ajt + ηjt and Ajt is the persistent productivity term and ηjt is assumed to be an
iid transitory shock to productivity. Results of this part of the estimation can be found
in section 4.5 and Table 6. The estimation of Ajt is non-parametric and instrumented
by a function on lagged state variables and instruments g(Xj,t−1,mj,t−1). The non-
parametric estimation is conducted by approximating the function g(., .) with third-
degree polynomials in both state variables (CEOjt, ljt and kjt) and instruments (mjt

and sjt).

D Appendix: Finite Mixture Model

D.1 Assumptions

Formal Bonhomme et al. (2017b) dynamic model assumptions, applied to the context
of CEO-firm revenue distribution:

Assumptions (dynamic model)

1. Job mobility: mit, ki,t+1 and Xj,t+1 are independent of Yj
t-1, mi

t-1 and Xj
t-1 condi-

tional on Yjt, αi and Xjt.

2. Serial dependence: Yj,t+1 is independent of Yj
t-1, ki

t-1, mi
t-1 and Xj

t conditional on
Yjt, αi, mit, kit, ki,t+1 and Xj,t+1.

In the context of the CEO-firm complementarities, this assumptions imposes a one-
period restrictio on the degree of path dependence in CEO mobility and revenues
deriving from the CEO-firm pair. Bonhomme et al. (2017b) discuss this and mobility
assumptions at length in their paper.

D.2 Reduced Form and Structural Models

The reduced form model of wage determination with two-sided heterogeneity put
forth by Abowd et al. (1999) and used in section 4.1 of this paper relies on impor-
tant an possibly limited assumptions. By relying on fixed effects to represent indi-
vidual heterogeneity and therefore leaving it unrestricted, it strongly conditions how
this heterogeneity enters the model of wage setting. The model does not allow for
complementarities in wages between employee and firm, meaning that on average
each employee should behave the same way at each firm in terms of his individual
role in wage determination. Abowd et al. (1999) is also a static model, relying on the
assumption that employee mobility is random after accounting for employee and cur-
rent (only) firm type. On the other hand, structural models (Shimer & Smith, 2000;
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Postel-Vinay & Robin, 2002) improve upon the strict Abowd et al. (1999) model as-
sumptions by accounting for wage dynamics in mobility and match outcomes, but
face significant computation challenges as they often rely on the estimation of a very
large number of parameters to accommodate the flexibility in model assumptions.

Bonhomme et al. (2017b) present an innovative “hybrid” model which keeps the
flavour of a fixed-effects model when accounting for firm-level heterogeneity -by group-
ing firms into discrete classes- and leaves the employee (CEO, in the case of this pa-
per) type as random effect represented by a finite mixture model, therefore restricting
heterogeneity at the employee level but leaving the CEO-firm complementarities un-
restricted116.

D.3 Kmeans Clustering

The kmeans (MacQueen et al., 1967) clustering is a type of unsupervised learning,
which is used when you have unlabeled data (i.e., data without defined categories
or groups). The goal of this algorithm is to find groups in the data, with the number of
groups represented by the variable K. The algorithm works iteratively to assign each
data point to one of K groups based on the features that are provided. Data points
are clustered based on feature similarity. The kmeans algorithm is one of the simplest
unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the clustering problem.

The procedure follows a simple method of classification of a given data set through
a certain number of clusters (assuming the number of K clusters is known) fixed apri-
ori. The main idea is to define k centers, one for each cluster. The algorithm places
initial cluster centers as far away from each other as possible. The next step is to take
each point belonging to a given data set that we want to classify and associate it to the
nearest center, by computing the Euclidean distance117. When no data point is unclas-
sified, the first step is completed. At this point we need to re-calculate k new centroids
as barycenter of the clusters classified in the previous step. Step 1 is now repeated
to refine the classification. These two steps result in a loop that is finalized when the
average distance between each observation and its centroid is minimized.

The kmeans clustering mechanism contains a challenge from which I abstract in this
paper. It requires the correct knowledge of the number of underlying discrete hetero-
geneity classes. There is a large literature dedicated to answering this challenge. In
this paper, I assume prior knowledge in the number of classes and fix it at K = 10 for
the analysis presented.

D.4 Finite Mixture Model

The finite mixture model provides a natural representation of heterogeneity in a finite
number of latent classes118 and translates into modelling a statistical distribution of a
certain data sample as a weighted sum of different distributions. The idea behind this
type of model, when applied to a matched CEO-firm dataset, is that the distribution

116Note that the firm class fixed effect can also be viewed as a different type of random effect, since
117The Euclidean distance is the most commonly used metric. Singh et al. (2013) discuss different

distance metrics.
118Finite mixture models are also referred to as latent class models or unsupervised learning models.
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of revenues is CEO-firm match type specific; that is, each distribution depends on the
latent type of the CEO and the firm.

Experience suggests that usually only few latent classes are needed to approximate
density well (Heckman). I assume L = 5, although I experiment with 6 and 7 (without
significant changes to the results).
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E Appendix: Additional Figures & Tables

Figure A.1: CEO Mobility: Example in a Two Period, Two Firm Environment.

Notes: This figure contains an illustrative diagram of CEO job mobility in a 2-period, 2-firm model. In period 1, CEO X works at
firm 1 and CEO Y works at firm 2. In period 2, CEO X moves to firm 2 and CEO Y moves to firm 1.
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Figure A.2: Heat Maps. Vingtiles of CEO and Firm Fixed Effects.

Notes: This figure presents a heat map of averages of the residuals from the estimation of equation (7), yit = αi+ψj(i,t)+Xitβ+

εit. I bin the residuals of this regression into vingtiles of the estimated employee fixed effect effect α̂i and firm fixed effect ψ̂j
within each connected set of firms. For this analysis, I use the sample defined in sections 4.1 and 4.2, which includes employees
that never become a CEO or CEOs during their employee years.
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Figure A.3: Density Heat Maps. Vingtiles of CEO and Firm Fixed Effects.

Notes: The figure presents a heat map of residuals from the estimation of equation (7), yit = αi+ψj(i,t)+Xitβ+ εit. The figure
is derived from the estimation bivariate kernel density of vingtiles of estimated employee fixed effects α̂i and firm fixed effects
ψ̂j using a symmetric triangle kernel with bandwidth given as a proportion of sample range. For this analysis, I use the sample
defined in sections 4.1 and 4.2, which includes employees that never become a CEO or CEOs during their employee years.
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